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Int roduct ion

One of the most frustrating aspects of dealing with Indoor Air

Pollution is the difficulty in acquiring information linking

pollutants and specific source materials.  Although there has been

considerable research done in this area, the field of indoor air

pollution is so new that it is often difficult to find relevant

scientific articles dealing with this subject.  Even with access to

large university research libraries and on-line computer

bibliographic databases it is very difficult to find articles dealing

with indoor air pollution in general, and in particular those dealing

with specific air pollutants and their sources.

Unfortunately, it is often the people who need these data most that

have the least access to even these difficult to use resources.

Architects, policy makers, builders, and Industrial Hygienists

frequently have neither the hardware, time, expertise nor funds to do

a comprehensive search for this type of data.  On-line database

access charges alone could run into the thousands of dollars before

receiving the first list of applicable information.  As a result, it

is not expected that present on-line databases can offer adequate

resources to these people in the area of indoor air pollution

sources.

The recent proliferation of powerful desk-top personal computers and

corresponding advances in software for these computers have made it

possible to design and implement a stand-alone computerized database

allowing quick access to this indoor air pollution data.  Results
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from scientific research concerning thousands of source-pollutant

relationships can now be made available in a form that allows not

only for the presentation of the bare-bones pollutant-emission data,

but also for a comprehensive summary of research methods, test

conditions, analysis methods, and bibliographic references.  With the

ec[uipment that is available to almost any office today, a thorough

and comprehensive database of indoor air pollution source evaluations

can be put in the hands of anyone who would find it useful.

In a recent publication J. Crum of the US EPA at Research

Triangle Park, NC introduced the concept of a computer program to

accomplish these goals and an actual program called Indoor Air Source

Emissions (lASE) database.^^)  This program was written in

dBase  JJjf^] and was intended for use with IBMf^^ and compatible

personal computers.  Although demonstrating an approach to finding

and utilizing the broadly based literature on indoor air emission

sources via personal computer, the program had.serious flaws.  It was

felt that much could be done to increase the  speed and versatility

of such an indoor air pollution database system.  This paper reports

on progress toward these goals at UNC.

In order for any database of indoor air pollution source data to

be most useful, it was decided that it should meet several goals:

1) It should be useful to users with a wide range of interests,

including researchers, architects, policy makers,

manufacturers, builders, designers, and modelers.

2) It should be as widely accessible as possible.  This has

been a major consideration in determining the best
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combination of relational database management system and

computer hardware to accomplish this goal.

3) It must be able to satisfy a broad range of needs.  For

exanple, some users may be interested only in bibliographic

information, whereas others may wish to use the retrieved

data to analyze specific indoor air pollution problems.

4) The system must be "user friendly"; i.e., uncomplicated and

undaunting to operate.  This allows the data to be accessible

to persons whose training is in areas other than in the use

of computers.

5) Since it is anticipated that the amount of emission rate

data will grow rapidly in the near future, the database must

be easy to update and modify. Easy data entry also helps to

minimize entry errors, another important consideration.

With these design goals in mind, a database containing source

specific data from research articles has been compiled, along with

controlling computer programs which will allow for quick and easy

access to this indoor air pollution data.  This database system has

been titled dMAPS, the database of Micro-environmental Air Pollution

Sources.     The remainder of this paper describes dMAPS' function,

design, and methods.
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The need for an Indoor Air Pollution DateJsase

In recent years the recognition that non-occupational indoor

environments may contain air pollutants in concentrations which may
be harmful to human health has led to increased interest in the

recognition and identification of the sources of these pollutants.

The trend toward home and office designs which employ energy

conservation techniques such as tight construction, weatherization,

and reduced ventilation has led to an increased opportunity for

acciomulation of air pollutants produced within these structures.

Identification and measurement of low level pollutants in non-

industrial indoor air can be extremely difficult.  These pollutants
are not associated with specific manufacturing processes as they are

in the industrial environment, but are instead produced by common

materials within the environment itself.  Since they are usually

present in concentrations far lower than the recognized acceptable

levels for occupational exposures they are not readily detected using

traditional Industrial Hygiene sampling methods.  Since extremely

sensitive and expensive collection and analytical techniques must be

employed to determine the concentration of a typical indoor air

pollutant, it is very important to identify the most probable

pollutants present before sampling is begun.  The 'shotgun' approach

to sampling and analysis is not appropriate because of the large
number of compounds present in most indoor air, and the difficulty in
determining which of these common low-level pollutants may be the
cause of a problem.
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The Industrial Hygienist traditionally uses the Recognition-

Evaluation-Control strategy in determining the proper sampling

strategy in an industrial environment.  In an orthodox industrial

environment the Industrial Hygienist typically evaluates

manufacturing processes, recognizes the pollutants which may be

emitted in these processes, and then recommends control strategies.

Indoor air pollution complaints in a non-manufacturing occupational

environment produce a different set of problems which the Industrial

Hygienist often finds difficult to approach.  The Recognition-

Evaluation-Control method is often short-circuited in the recognition

stage since there are no manufacturing processes from which obvious

pollutants may be identified.  It may be for this reason that

Industrial Hygienists often find it difficult to determine a logical

starting point to deal with indoor air pollution problems.

Because most indoor air pollutants are generated by materials both

within and comprising the building's structure, one approach to

evaluating indoor air pollution levels is the treatment of physical

materials in the indoor environment just as if they were small

manufacturing processes.  Treating them as such re-establishes the

recognition, evaluation, and control procedures familiar to

Industrial Hygienists.  Thinking of the various materials in the

environment as pollution producing processes requires only that each

material be associated with the pollutants that it may produce.  Once

back on familiar ground, the Industrial Hygienist should find the job
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of formulating an indoor air pollution sampling strategy more

manageable.

The dMAPS system has been designed to offer a starting point for the

evaluation of indoor air pollution by identifying pollutants which

have been shown to be associated with specific source materials.

Data from published scientific articles dealing with definite

pollutant/material relationships have been included in the dMAPS

database which at this time includes almost 2,000 of these

relationships.

As a further assistance in formulating a sampling strategy, the

Industrial Hygienist may make use of dMAPS' features for display of

information such as test method, analytic method, emission and

environmental data for any pollutant/material relationship within the

database.  Table 1 details the data types in the dMAPS database that

can be displayed.
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TABLE 1

Bibliographic Information
Author(s)
Journal

Title

Publication Date
Journal Reference
Abstract

Test Conditions

P re-Condit ioning
Test Duration

Test Description
Operating Parameters
Temperature
Humidity

Source Description

Category
Group
Material

Pollutant Information
Pollutant name

Emission measurement
Comments

User Defined Field #1
User Defined Field #2
Units

Sample Description
Sample Type
Sample Rate
Sample Duration
Sampling Method
Sample Size
Analytical Method
Other Conditions

Table 1.  Listing of the fields in which data is stored in the dMAPS
database.  Any of this information is available to the user for any
pollutant-source relationship.

The system also contains abstracts of all articles entered into the

database, and displays full bibliographic references which are always

associated with any presented data.  Data is never displayed without

the bibliographic information needed to reference the originating

publication.

It is important to remember that dMAPS is not a replacement for

review of the original articles.  Although dMAPS has been made as

complete as possible, space limitations prevent inclusion of the

articles original text in the database.  Comment fields have been

included so that the most obvious characterizations of the article

may be included, but these cannot replace the information and

interpretation of the original author.  It is strongly recommended
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that the original articles be reviewed before final decisions are

made on indoor air pollution control strategies, or before data from

dMAPS is included in original research.
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dMAPS Structure

Data in the dMAPS programs are contained in five datafiles.  Each of

these datafiles holds data concerning a particular type of data.  For

example, the SOURCE.DBF datafile holds data concerning source

materials which were evaluated for emissions, while the BIBLIO.DBF

datafile holds data concerning the bibliographic information about

the publication from which the data have been collected.  The

information in these five datafiles is related to the others by key

fields.

Each datafile contains units called records.  In the Biblio datafile

each of these records contain several types of information (Authors,

Journal, Article Title, and Publication date) about one particular

publication.  If information has been entered for forty different

articles, there will be forty records, each having information about

a different article.  There is an additional field in each record,

unique for each record and normally invisible to the user, which

contains a unique identification number for each article.

Information about sources of indoor air pollutants are held in the

Source datafile, just as bibliographic information is held in the

Biblio datafile.  However, each record in the Source datafile also

contains a small piece of the Biblio datafile: the ID number of the

article in which its data was found.  Therefore, any published

article listed in the Biblio datafile which deals with several source

materials will be linked to only those records in the Source datafile
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which have its ID number.  Conversely, due to their common ID

numbers, any specific record in the Source datafile can immediately

be associated with its parent record and all the parent records' data

in the Biblio datafile.

This type of structure means that for every record in the Source

datafile, and therefore every piece of data in the Source datafile,

it is possible to immediately have access to all of the information

about its bibliographic origin held in the Biblio datafile.  It is

this type of ID number linking which associates every piece of

information in all five datafiles with the information about its

publication article.

Since the dMAPS database contains five datafiles, the relationship

between them becomes more complex than the example above.  Each of

these datafiles is related only to the datafile above and below it.

The Source datafile for example, is related to.the Biblio datafile as

described above, but is also related to the Cond datafile in exactly

the same way that the Biblio datafile is related to the Source

datafile.  In other words, each record in any datafile is related to

one and only one parent record in the datafile above it.  In turn,

that parent record is related to only one grandparent record in the

datafile above it.  This chaining continues until the topmost

datafile Biblio is reached, which contains the most general

information associated with any piece of data.  This chaining allows

every individual record in any of the datafiles to have constant

access to all of the more general information concerning it which has

10
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Subset of matching records,
Pom .DBF

Pollutant

Measurement

Units

Exponent

User Field 1

User Data 1

User Field 2

User Data 2

Comment

1

Total records of BIblio.DBF Authors

1
1
1

1 Title               1
1 Journal          11 Reference      |
Publication

1 Date               1
'T---------------------------------------

Subset of matching records,
Cond.DBF

Conditioning       "h.

Material Size

Test                illl
Duration         ^j^
Ventilation       III
Rate                III
Test
Description      |||
Other
Conditions       |||
Operating         |||Parameters       |||
Temperature
Celsius

Subset of matching records,
Source.DBF

r-   Group

Category
Material

Subset of matching records,
Sample.DBF

Sample Type

Sample Size

Sample Rate

Analytical
Method

Sample
Duration

Figure 1:     Representation of the relationship between databases in dMAPS. Each specific item (record) In each database
is associated to related records in ttie database immediatley below it This staicture allows information to be related in data
searches from general to specific; or once specific items are selected by the user, upward, from specific items to their general
characteristics.
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been entered into the other dMAPS dataflies.  Figure 1 is a graphical

representation of the logical linking of the five datafiles, while

Figure 2 displays the same relationship in a different manner.

Figure 2 also lists the fields in the datafiles which hold the ID

numbers, and indicates how they relate the datafiles to those above

and below.

Even though it would be more direct and would result in simpler

datafile structures and searching programs to put all the information

in one big datafile where all information from one bibliographic

article is constantly associated, it would take up far too much

storage space to replicate all the bibliographic information for each

of the different conditions or pollutants covered in all the

articles.  It is therefore advantageous to relate the datafiles to

each other via common fields so that the information common to many

pieces of data need be contained in only a few records, not several

thousand.

There are five datafiles in the dMAPS program, each related to the

datafile immediately above it in the datafile hierarchy in the same

way that the Source datafile is related to the Biblio datafile.  This

relationship is used in two ways in the dMAPS program.  First, this

structure allows the dMAPS program to access any piece of data in any

of the five datafiles dealing with any specific piablished article;

and secondly, as any specific piece of data in any of the datafiles

is accessed, the relationships may be traced upward through all the

datafiles, relating all associated data and ending in the Biblio

12
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datafile with the associated data concerning the originating

publication.

13
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BEBUO.DBF SOURCE.DBF CX3ND.DBF SAMPLE.DBF POLLl.DBF

Abstract

10

Tu3io

150

Tifle

200

Publication
Date

DltB

Journal
Reference

refer        150

msa

:lliiiii0^i
Group

Category

30

Material

60

Source^no

Pre-Craditioning

pce^condi 40

Material Size

mtjtize 35

Test
Duration

lHt_dar 35

Ventilation
Rate

weoCnte 20

Test

Description

50

Other
Omditions

other_coDd

Operating
Parameters

OpCf.JT
150

Temperature
Celsius

IBmp_deg_c       10

% Relative

Humidity

rel humid     10

Cond no

Sample
Periodicity

sampLpBT 30

Sample Size

sampLsin        10

Sample Rate

sampl_rflSe 30

Analytical
Method

ilytic 70

Sample
Duration

nmpl.diir 20

Sampling
Method

sunpLmeth     70

WM

5ainp_^no   |
Pollutant

30

Measurement    i

TTiffttnuyt i^i 'iX 30

Units

10

Exponent

2

User Held 1

meil m

User Data 1

merdatil 20

UsCTField2

11KI2 10

User Data 2

U9erdata2 20

Comment          1

1501

Figure 2: Contents of the five dMAPS databases and their Uniting fields. Each shaded field at the bottom
of each database column is unique in that database, but is not unique in the following database.   For example,-
the Cond_no field in COND.DBF will have only one record with a value of 4, while the Cond_no field
in the SAMPLE.DBF may contain many records with the value 4. Small entries in boxes are actual field
names used by dMAPS, numerals are the number of characters allowed in that field.
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The following are descriptions of the data fields contained in
the dMAPS program databases.  The dMAPS program contains five
databases, BIBLIO, SOURCE, COND, SAMPLE, AND POLLl.  The numbers

enclosed in parentheses after every field name indicate the niimber of
spaces allocated in the database to that field.  It is this data
which is related by key fields in the manner previously described.
Field names which are prefaced by an asterisks are fields which may
be used for searches of the data.

BIBLIO DATABASE

This database deals with the information concerning the
published article in which the data was found.  All data in the other
databases ares associated with a parent article contained in this
database.

Abstract   (10)

This is a special field in dBASE III called a memo field.
Employed in every BIBLIO record, it allows large descriptive
narratives to be associated with each individual record with

out taking up large amounts of storage space.  In this case the
field contains the abstract of the published article associated
with the record being viewed.  The abstract is physically
located in the file BIBLIO.DBT, but is linked to the database
via this field.

*Authors   (150)

This field holds the names of the authors of the article.

Listed in the order in which they appeared on the original

15
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article heading, all authors are listed except when the length

would exceed the 150 character maximum length.

Title   (200)

The original title of the article, book, or publication as

presented in the original publication.

*Date   (4)

The year the article was originally published.

Refer   (150)

This field holds information concerning the reference

publication from which the article was gathered.  As well as

the publication, other reference information is included in

this field such as reference publication volume number and the

pages the article occupies in the publication.

The previous four fields, when appended together by the dMAPS

program, form a classical bibliographic reference: Authors, Title,

Journal Reference, and Publication Date.

Biblio_no   (4)

The number linking this database with the source database, and

indirectly with all four other databases.  Each bibliography

record in the Biblio database receives a unicjue biblio_no which

associates all data throughout the database with its original

journal article.  See Figure 1 for the ranking of the

databases.

16
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SOURCE  DATABASE

This  database has  information concerning the  indoor air

pollution source classes.

*Group   (15)

This is the broadest division for indoor air pollution sources

and generally includes such classifications as Water,
Combustion, Consumer Products, and Structural Materials.

*Category   (30)

This classification is somewhat more specific than Group, but
still is related to broad types of indoor air pollution
sources.  Types of entries in this area are Textiles,
Insulating Materials, Plastics, and Applied Coatings.

*Material   (60)

This field is the classification that deals with the most

specific sources of indoor air pollutants, and includes

specific source'materials such as Plywood, Paint, Carpet, and
Cigarettes.

Source_no   (4)

Unique for every record in this database, this field value
associates each record in this database with several associated

records in the next ranking database, COND.  See Figure 1 for

the ranking of the databases.

17
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Biblio_no   (4)

A field containing the bibliography nvimber from which the

record is associated.  Many records in this database may share
the same biblio_no.

COND DATABASE

Information concerning the experimental conditions are contained
in this database.  Either material condition or environmental

condition factors effecting emissions from are in this database.

Pre_Condi   (40)

Any pre-conditioning of the source material before the
beginning of the test is entered here.

Test_dur (35)

The test duration is entered here. This is not the same as the

sampl_dur field in the sample.dbf, which is the duration of the
sampling activity, but is the duration of the entire test under

any particular condition.

Test_desc   (50)

A short verbal test description, including any information

which may be useful to the dMAPS user.

Oper_par   (37)

Any operating parameters, environmental or otherwise, which may
have had an effect on the outcome of results of the test.

18
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Temp_Deg_C   (30)

The tenperature in degrees Celsius under which the test was
conducted.

Rel_bunild   (10)

The percent celatlve humidity under which the test was

performed.

Vent_rate   (20)

The ventilation rate of the material during the time the

measurements were being taken, or during the time of the entire
experiment, whichever is more appropriate.

Mat_size   (35)

Material size, the surface area or any other measurement

identifying the amount of material evaluated.

Other_Cond     (150)

Any other operating conditions which may be of use in

evaluating the data.  Any special conditions of the test,

special environmental conditions, or comments about the test
are included in this field.

Cond_no   (4)

Unique for every record in this database, this field value
associates each record in this database with several associated

records in the next ranking database, SAMPLE.  See Figure 1 for

the ranking of the databases.

19
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Biblio_no   (4)

A field containing the bibliography number from the previous

ranking database with which the record is associated.  Many

records in this database may share the same biblio_no.

SAMPI£ DATABASE FIEIJ3S

This database holds information concerning sample collection

procedures and analytic methods.

Scut^l_Per   (30)

This is the sample periodicity: Continuous, Periodic,.

Integrated, etc.

Sanipl_Rate   (30)

This field lists the sampling rate at which the pollutant was

measured, such as liters/minute.

Sampl_Dur   (20)

The sasple duration, the length of time a sample was taken for

evaluation of the emissions from a particular

material/condition combination.

Sampl_Meth   (70)

This is the method used to collect or measure the pollutant

emitted by any particular source material.  The sanple method

includes entries such as charcoal tube, direct reading

colorimetric tubes, or impinger collection into distilled

water.

20
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Sairpl_Size   (10)

SaxaplB  size, the amount of sample taken for analytical

measurement.  This is not the statistical sample size, nor is
it the size of the material from which pollutants were
measured.

Analytic   (70)

The analytic method used to determine the concentration of

pollutant collected in the sample device.  When direct reading
instruments are used to determine the pollutant concentration,
this field can be the same as the sample method or the method

that the direct reading instrument uses to determine
concentration.

Samp_no   (4)

Unique for every record in this database, this field value
associates each record in this database with several associated

records in the next ranking database, POLLl.

Cond_no (4)

A field containing the condition number in the previous ranking

database with which this record is associated. Many records in

this database may share the same cond_no.

POLLl DATABASE

This database contains information concerning the final test results,

including measured emissions for every pollutant in the database.
Also included here are the user defined labels and data fields, and

21
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specific comments concerning any individual pollutant and its test

condition.

*Pollutant   (30)

This is the chemical name of the pollutant that was evaluated

under the conditions of the experiment.

Measuremnt   (30)

The air concentration of the pollutant emitted by the source

material being tested.

Units   (10) ͣ

The units of concentration of the pollutant measured as

reported by the original article.  This may be in PPM, Mg/m3,

or any other appropriate units.  If both CGS and English units

are reported, CGS units are preferred.

Exponent   (3)

When measured concentration is extremely large or extremely

small, there may not be enough room in the measuremnt field to

accommodate these numbers.  If this is the case the exponent

field may be employed to allow meaningful entries in the

measuremnt field.

Comment   (150)

This comment field is associated with each

pollutant/measurement value and is available for detailed

description of how this particular test or condition is unique.

22
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Userdatal   (20)

This is one of two user definable fields, and is called the

User Defined Label in the data entry screen.  The user may

enter any label into this field, and associate any data with it

in the Userl field, which is called Data in the entry screen.

Any type of information or comment concerning this pollutant

and this condition may be entered in these fields.

Userdata2   (20)

Second of two user definable fields.

Userl   (10)

The data field associated with the Userdatal field which

contains its label.

User2   (10) ͣ

The data field for the Userdata2 label.

San^_no   (4)

A field containing the sample number which associates records

in this database with a particular sair55_no from the previous

ranking database, SAMPLE.  Many records in this database may

share the same samp_no.

23
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DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM SEARCH LOGIC

The dMAPS program allows searches of the database on seven key

fields.  These fields are Group,   Category,  Material,   Pollutant,

Authors,   Date of Publication,   and Journal title.     The Group,

Category,   and Material  fields allow searches for data associated with

indoor air pollution sources, while the Pollutant  field allows

searches for specific pollutants.  The Authors, Date,   and Journal

fields allow searches for data associated with specific published

articles.

The program also allows any combination of these fields to be

searched simultaneously.  For example, the user may query the program

to find all information concerning the emission of the pollutants

formaldehyde  and hexane  from the source material carpet.

The five separate databases in the dMAPS data section are related to

the others through identifying fields (Figure 2).  Although this type

of structure requires a complex data relation formula, it is

necessary to use this technique to save disk storage space.  A more

detailed description of database relationships in dMAPS is given in

the dMAPS Structure section.

Although there are five databases in dMAPS, searchable fields are

found in only three of them.  The Author, Date, and Journal  fields

are located in the BIBLIO database. Pollutant  is located in the POLLl

database, and Group,   Category,   and Material  are in the SOURCE

database.  Which databases are searched depends upon the user's

search criteria.  If the user picks only a pollutant, dMAPS will

search only the POLLl database, while if the user picks a date and a

pollutant, the program will search the POLLl database and then the

BIBLIO database finding information meeting the user's search

criteria in each.  As matching information is found in each database
r
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the program assembles a character string identifying which published

article is associated with the match.  After the searches are

complete these strings are then compared according to the logic

operators the user has specified.

Single Database Searches

The internal programming algorithms used to search for user queries

has been written to provide the speediest search possible.  In order

to provide this fast search, the program begins searching every

record sequentially until a match is found, and then "remembers" the

article from which the data came.  The program then resumes the

search.  To speed the search however, the program now ignores all

records associated with that article.  This is useful since once an

article is identified as containing information of interest to the

user it is redundant and time consuming to repetitively re-identify

it.. As other matches are found at other locations in the database,

these new article ID numbers are also remembered and subsec[uently

ignored.

At the end of the search, these "remembered" article numbers are used

to allow the data display portion of the dMAPS program to quickly

jump between sections of the database which contain information

concerning the user's needs.  Areas which are not associated with the

user's search criteria are quickly skipped.  For exaiqsle, if article

number ten was the only article which dealt with the user's query,

then only the data derived from that article will be accessed.

Multiple Database Searches

If a user specifies two search fields that are in separate databases,

the above procedure is carried out with each database. The result is

String A containing the ID numbers of the articles matching the first
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criterion, and String B containing the ID numbers of the second

criterion.  The program is then able to evaluate the interaction of

these two strings via any logical operator the user has specified.

See Figure 3.

If the logical operator is "OR", as is the case when the user

requests information concerning CARPET Q£_  FORMALDEHYDE <A union B)

String A is compared to String B and duplicate ID numbers are

deleted.  A third string. String C, is then created containing all of

the ID numbers from both strings.  This operation, A union B, is

performed in the program COMPOR.

If the logical operator is "AND" ( A intersect B) the program

determines which article ID niombers are common to both strings.  This

results in a String C which contains ID numbers for articles which

have information concerning search criteria A and search criteria B.

Comparison for A intersect B is performed in the COMPAND program.

When three different databases are searched, the process is nearly

identical.  In this case however, when string A is coit^ared to string

B the result is stored to a new string A.  The string from the third

database is coir^iled, stored to a new string B and then compared to

A.  When the program has searched through all the appropriate

databases, the final stored string contains a list of all articles

which contain information about the user's search criteria.  Although

this sounds complicated, it practice it is quite straight-forward as

can be seen in Figure 3.

The above searching method speeds operation of the search in two

ways.  First, skipping records is much faster than evaluating them to

determine if they match a search criteria, and secondly, this method

allows several databases to be searched and the logical relationships

between the databases found without linking them on common key
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A Single Datafile Search:

^j^ String A =   001,002,010.011,024

A Two Datafile search:

String A =   001.002,010,011.024
String B =   002,003,024,025

"AND- relation (A U B)
001.002.010,011,024,>̂ 001,002,003,010,011,024,025002.003.024,025        /

"OR" relation (An B)

(5)^

001.002,010,011,024
002,003.024.025 ^ 002.024

A Three Datafile search:

String A =    001,002,010,011,024
String B =    002,003,024,025
String C=   002,003,013

[^A or B ]] and C f []a n B ] U  C
^^^^^^ 001,002.010,011.024 ^

002,003,024,025        7 °°2.024 ^  ^^2.003.013.024ͣ 002,003.013"'^

Figure 3: The method by which the dMAPS program determines which datafile records meet the user's
criteria. The three digit numbers represent the bibliography numbers which have information matching the
individual search criteria. The matching articles are listed as strings A, B, and C which are compared
to each other according to the logical relationships assigned by the program or the user.
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fields.  Normally, searches conducted on databases constantly linked

by common key fields are the easiest way to search multiple databases

in dBASE III Plus, but the method is very slow since the pointers in

each linked database must be updated every time the pointer is moved

in any of the databases.  In dMAPS this would requires opening and

closing of each of the five databases in turn to move the pointer.

Even though it is done automatically, the opening and closing of

these databases takes considerable time in large databases.  The

method used in dMAPS uses key fields between databases, but does not

link the databases together.  Comparisons are performed after each

database has been searched.

In summary, in order to make searching of the dMAPS databases as fast

as possible a dedicated searching program was developed to search

each database separately, compile lists of matching records in each

database, and then to logically coit^are these lists against each

other.  The result is a list of articles which contain information

related in the manner the user specified in his or her search

criteria.  Although requiring several program modules in the dMAPS

program, this method of searching provides an average searching speed

sixteen times faster than the standard dBASE III Plus searching

method.  This considerable improvement is speed means that a search

taking 37 seconds using the developed search procedure would take

about 10 minutes using the standard dBASE III Plus method.
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USER INTERF21CE SCREENS

The following pages contain representations of the dMAPS user

interface screens.  If the user is interested only in using dMAPS as

a tool, and is not interested in the means by which the dMAPS program

accomplishes its goals, then these screens are the only parts of

dMAPS that the user sees.  To this type user the following screens

are essentially dMAPS.  All database relations, program relations,

search algorithms and data manipulations are transparent and need not

be considered by this type of user.

These screens have been designed to lead the user through the steps

to extract meaningful information from the database.  Menus are

provided rather than asking the user to know or learn dBASE-like

commands.  Additionally, the user is not required to be particularly

aware of the type of information that is in the database.  By

selecting broad or narrow search parameters from the menus, the user

is presented with lists of available options or choices.  It is not

even necessary that the user be able to spell formaldehyde to find

articles dealing with it.

The following screens are presented generally in the order in which

they would appear to a user conducting a search for a pollutant.  To

aid in clarity of this written presentation not all screens have been

shown, and some instructions which are normally included in the

screen versions have been omitted.
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dMAPS MAIN MENU

Quit Search data Enter data Utilities

<Q> = Quit dMAPS, return to DOS
<S> = Begin a search of dMAPS
<E> = Add information to dMAPS
<U> = Utilities menu (Printer set-up, colors, etc.)

Type the first letter of an appropriate menu item.

FIGURE 4: MAINMENU SCREEN

In this screen, the first after the title screen, the user is offered four options:
LQuit
2. Enter.
3. Search
4. Utility

1.)This screen is the only one from which it is possible to quit the program. The Quit
option allows the user to exit the dMAPS system to DOS.

2.)The Enfer option causes program execution to branch to the data entry portion of
the program where the user may enter new data to the database, or alter data
already entered.

3.)lf the user selects Searc/7 the program branches to the data searching modules of
dMAPS where the user specifies the searching parameters for data retrieval.

4.)The Utility choice allows for the selection of monochrome or color displays,
selection of screen colors and attributes, and for other program related functions.
Any features specified here are stored so that they are called automatically whenever
dMAPS is subsequently re-started.
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SEARCH PARAMETERS SELECTION MENU

3i!liP^»

Help           R etum to main menu BENZAI.DEHYDE

FIO Search Database

FIGURE 5: SEARCH PARAMETER SELECTION SCREEN:

This screen is the main screen of the search parameter selection module. From this
screen the user picks the areas of the database to search by typing the first letter of
one of the items listed at screen left. Depending on which selection the user makes,
the program routes the program to various secondary selection screens from which
more detailed search information is chosen by the user.

Other options in this screen are displayed in the Program Options box at the lower
left. By typing the appropriate letter the user may get immediate help, return to the
previous menu (the main menu), or search the database if a search parameter has
been chosen.

The Selections box at the lower right displays search parameter selections as the
user makes them. In this screen the user has chosen BENZALDEHYDE as a search
parameter and now has the option of searching the database by pressing F10, or of
specifying more selection parameters by pressing the first letter of one of the search
areas. Up to three search areas may be selected simultaneously.

The user Program Options to the left of the selection menu is present on all screens
where the user has to make a choice on how to proceed, and displays instructions on
what options are available
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r Pollutant

34:DECANEJI- 52: INDEN0[1 A3-CD)PYRENE
PgUpl

35: DICHLOROErHANE,l> 53: ISO-OCTANE

36: DIEraYLBENZENE,13- 54: ISOHIOPYLBENZENB

37:ETHANOL 55:KETONE,C5-

38: ETHOXYEIHYLACErATE 56:KETONE,C8-

39:EIHYLACErATE 59:UMONENE

40: ETHYLBEN2ENE 60:METHANE

41: ETHYLMEIHYLBENZENE,! J!. 61: METHYL-2-BUTANONEJ!.

42: ErHYLMETHYLBEN2ENE,l,4. 62: METHYL-2.PENTANONE,4-

43: ETHYLMETHYLCYCLOHEXANE 63: METHYLHEPTANE,3-

44: FLUOROANTHENE 64:METHYLSTYRENE

4S: FORMALDEHYDE 65: N OF NITROGEN OXIDES

46: FORMLADEHYDE 66: NICKEL

47: HALCX3ENATED ALKANE 67: NmUC OXIDE

48: HEPTANE,!- 68: NiraOGEN DIOXIDE

49: HEPTANE^N- 69: NTTROSODIMETHYLAMDJEJI

JftHEXANEJI- 70: NITROSOPYROUDINaN-

51: HEXANOLJI- PgDn 1
Enter the number of the Pollutant of interest:

FIGURE 6: MENU SELECTION SCREEN:

This is an example of a menu type secondary selectton screen. This type of menu
appears whenever the user has chosen Material Group, Material Category, Specific
Material, or Pollutant from the main selection menu. The items in each of these
menus accurately display all of the available selections in that area. For example,
the screen shown above appears when Pollutant has been selected in the main
selection menu.

Even though each pollutant is only listed once, it may be associated with many
articles or sources in the actual database. An intermediate screen allows the user to
pick a single letter, with only pollutants Ijeginning with the chosen letter being
displayed in the above screen. This greatly increases display speed..

Typing the number associated with any pollutant will cause the program to return to
the main selection menu with that pollutant appearing in the Selection tx)x, at which
point. At this point the user may search for the selection by pressing F10.
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Enter any author's name of any series of authors'
names-

Author Name:

FIGURE 7: FREE-ENTRY SCREEN

An example of a free entry screen is shown in the figure atiove. The user may enter
any author's name at this point and the program will determine how many articles by
that author are present. The user may then incorporate this name into the program
as a search parameter or may enter another name or series of names. This type of
menu is also used in selection of publication dates and joumal titles.
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lof2_________________________________________________________________
MolhaveJ^ Anderson,!, Liindquist,GR, and Nielson,0,

Gas Emission from Building Materials - Occurance and Hygienic Standard
1982 Danish Building Research Institute (SBI) Report no. 137

t Previous Matching Article   1

; Next Matching Article

Q Quit to main menu              1

F2 Abstract for this aitide        1

1 ™ Data for this article              1

FIGURE 8: BIBLIOGRAPHY DISPLAY SCREEN

This screen appears after a data search has been performed by the program, and is
the first point at which the user begins to see the contents of the database which deal
with his or her search criteria. The first article that contains data concerning the
search criteria is displayed at the top of the screen. The location in the list of articles
is displayed slightly atxjve the menu box. In this case the location is at the first of
five articles which contain data meeting the search criteria.

Options at this point are to page through the other four matching articles with the
arrow keys, look at the data for this article, view an abstract for this article, or return
to the main menu.
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Molhave J., Anderson,!, Lundqaist,GR, and Nielson,0,
Gas Emission from BulcHng Materials - Occurance and Hygienic Standaid
1982 Danish Building Research Institute (SBO Report no. 137

1                     alcohoI,c4- 1 Test Condition

alcohoi,c7/c8- 2 Te^ Conditions                        1

1                     alkane 9 Test Conditions                         1
alkane,clO- 7 Test Conditions                         i
alkane,c7/cl3 1 Test Condition                           |
alkane,c8- 2 Test Conditions                        ]

1                     alkane,c8/clO- 1 Test Condition                         1
1                    alkane,c9- 1 Test Condition

1                    amines 41 Test Conditions

> benzaldehyde 1 Test Condition

1                   benzene,c3- 11 Test Conditions

1                    benzene,c4- 5 Test Conditions

TA   Move Cursor Bar        FIO Select Item
R    Select another reference article

FIGURE 9: DATA SUMMARY SCREEN ONE

This screen begins the display of data from any article that the user has chosen from
the previous screen. Each pollutant in the article is listed along with the number of
different test conditions for each pollutant. As can be seen in the above screen, the
amount of data in a single article can be very large. This article lists over 70 pollutant
test conditions on this screen alone, with more screens available (PgDn).

To see data conceming a specific pollutant, the user moves a highlight bar through
the available choices. By pressing FIO the data for only the highlighted pollutant is
displayed.

If any pollutant/condition group contains a user specified search item, for example a
specific source chosen by the user, it is marked with a delta. Although all
pollutant/conditions are displayed for each article, only those groups so marked
contain items that meet the user's search criteria. In the above screen,
benzaldehyde has been marked as meeting the user's search criteria.
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«<Pollutant = AMINES»>

Material Measured Emission

vinyl coated wallpaper
floor varnish

not detected
not detected

plywood
chipboard
caulking compounds
needle felt

not detected
3 ppm
not detected
not detected

insulation sheets not detected
floor/wallcovering
calcium silicate sheet

not detected
not detected

wall covering
insulation foam

not detected
not detected

jointing compound
needle felt

not detected
not detected

linoleum floor covering not detected

FIGURE 10: DATA SUMMARY SCREEN TWO

This type of screen can be presented for every pollutant/condition entry in data
screen one, the previous screen. The atx)ve screen shows the results as if the user
had chosen AMINES in the previous screen. All source.materials and measured
emissions are displayed for each of the 41 conditions listed on the previous screen.
If any of these materials are of interest to the user he may move the highlight to that
material and press F10 to view data concerning the details of the test.
By positioning the highlight on a material of interest with the cursor keys and pressing
F9, the user can restrict the presentation of data in the next screen to only those that
specifically deal with the material that was highlighted. All other materials are
ignored. An F10 will present data concerning this pollutant for all of the displayed
materials.
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MolhaveJ^ Anderson,!, Landquist,GR, and Nidson,0,
Gas Emission from Building Materials - Occurance and Hygienic Standard
1982 Danish Building Research Institute (SBI) Report no. 137

0.06mgAn3 BENZALDEHYDE                                                                                          |

TESTDATA

Measuied Emission: 0.06mg/m3
Description:   measurements made at equilibrium: 140 hrs
Duration:  ns

Material fiberboard

Matl. Pie-Conditioning: ns
Opiating Panunaters  ns
Room/Chamber Volume 1.8 cubic meter
VentiaMon Rate: 0.691pm +/- 5%
Temp(C)   21.1+/-1.7
Humidity (%RH) 40-45%

Data sere«n: 1 2 3

[      -^  MORE         PgDn New Material        PgUp Prev Material       R Return      QQuitdMAPS      J

FIGURE 11: DA7A OUTPUT SCREEN ONE:

This is the first of three data display screens which show the entire data set for this
pollutant/material/condition relationship. This screen shows the test data and results
given in the article listed at the top, the article which has been chosen previously by
the user. By using the keyboard cursor keys the user can page through all three
screens: this screen of test data, screen 2 which is sampling information, and screen
3 which includes comments and user defined fields.

When the user presses PgDn, data for the next set of conditions for this pollutant
replaces the data in the display. If the user had accessed this screen by pressing F9,
the display would shift to the next occurance of data concerning benzaldehyde from
fibertward. If the user had pressed F10 to access this screen, a PgDn would display
the next data conceming the pollutnat benzaldehyde, without regard to what specific
source material it may have been associated with.

Since much of this data is similar, any data that is different from the previous screen
is highlighted.
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DATA VIEWING

After the user has entered a correct search criteria and the dMAPS

program has searched the database for data concerning those criteria,

the amount of data that is available for presentation can still be

very large.  For this reason after the user has specified certain

areas of interest a series of data output siommary screens are

presented.  The need for these screens is obvious when it is realized

that even one article may contain hundreds of separate entries.  For

example, if an article evaluates 10 source materials at two

temperatures, and in each instance analyzes for 10 pollutants, the

result would be 200 separate records associated with this one

article.  Clearly, to merely present the user with all the data at

this point would make it very difficult to gain useful information

from the database.

To allow the user to see data more specifically useful to his or her

needs, the dMAPS program employs a series of data summary screens

which allow the user to progressively filter the information to more

manageable amounts. The procedure for data display is as follows:

1. Select a specific article which has been found,

2. Select a specific pollutant in that article,

3. Select source material(s) for that pollutant,

4. View data.
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Figure 8 is a representation of the screen to select individual

articles.  By using the arrow keys the user can page up or down to

the articles that dMAPS has found that match the user's search

criteria.  The user can then view the data in the selected article.

At the present time there is no way to cross the article boundaries

and view data that are in articles other than the selected article.

To view information held in other articles, the user returns to this

screen and selects another article.

The next screen. Figure 9,. is the first data summary screen and

presents the first level of summary data for the selected article.

As the user continues through this and the following summary, screens

the data displayed becomes more complete.  This screen presents a

list of all the pollutants dealt with in the article and the number

of test conditions under which emissions of this pollutant were

measured.  The user selects a pollutant of interest by highlighting a

pollutant by pressing arrow keys and then pressing FIO.

Note that some of the pollutants shown are marked with a delta.  If

the user had originally specified a material in the selection

section, a delta appears when that criteria is met in one of the test

conditions for that pollutant.  For example, if the user had

specified "carpet" as a source material, the dMAPS program marks

every pollutant in this article that has had its carpeting emission

levels evaluated.  The user may then choose only these tests to view

in detail.
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The next screen. Figure 10, is reached when the user selects a

pollutant from the previous screen.  Listed here are the source

materials and the measured emissions from that material.  If the user

wishes to proceed, pressing F9 will present detailed information

concerning all of the listed source materials, or FIO will allow the

listing of only those materials similar to the highlighted material.

The user may move the highlight to any specific material with the

arrow keys before pressing FIO.

If the user choses to continue, the next series of screens presents

the detailed data available from that article/pollutant/source

material combination.  The format of these screens are shown in

Figure 11.  Three of these screens are available and present all the

data in the datafiles for this particular combination.  A more

detailed description of these screens can be found under each Figure

in the User Interface Screens section.

It is hoped that future versions of dMAPS will allow for convenient

printing of the data found in the search procedures.  Presently the

only printed output is the Print Screen function of the computer.

Printing of data will allow larger amounts of data to be output at

one time than can readily be done from the video display, and will

greatly enhance the ease of access to data.
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Data Entry

Data entry for dMAPS is achieved by entering data and bibliographic

infoirmation from articles in a special module of the program.  The

information entered in this area is stored in a file that is not

incorporated into the full dMAPS datafiles until the user requests

it.  This method speeds up data entry and makes the data more easily

appended or changed.

The data entry module is reached from the main menu screen, while the

command to update the dMAPS datafiles with the newly entered

information is in the Utilities module.  These two actions are

separated in order to discourage the frequent updating of the main

datafiles for just a few newly entered records.  Frequent updating is

undesirable since it takes time to order and index the newly updated

datafiles, and also because it becomes more difficult to correct

entry errors once the new data has been incorporated into the main

datafiles.

As can be seen in Figure 13, the data entry screens are divided into

sections with each section corresponding to one of the dMAPS

datafiles.  Although the user must keep track of the structure of the

data entered into the program, effort has been made to make this task

as easy as possible.  Repetitive typing has been minimized, and the

input screens have been organized in such a way that user can most

easily determine the datafile structure.

In order to do this the data entry screens have the entry blanks

arranged in order of increasing specificity.  The bibliographic
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information comes first since this data will not change throughout

the article being entered.  The next section contains the entry

blanks concerning the sources of pollutants covered in the article,

while the next section contains information concerning the different
conditions under which the sources were evaluated.  The final two

sections contain information about the sampling method for each of

the source/condition relationships mentioned above and, finally,

about the evaluated pollutant and associated test results.

This structure makes it relatively easy to enter large amounts of

data for single articles.  When the user first begins entry for an

article all of the entry blanks are empty, and the user fills in all

the appropriate blanks.  The user then calls up another screen to

fill in, but since much of the information will be identical the next

screen appears with the new entry blanks filled with the old

information from the previous screen.  The user may then change only

those items that require it.  The first screen, completely filled in

by the user, and every subsequent screen partially filled in by the
user constitute one record each in the dMAPS datafiles.

This arrangement is such that if any item is changed only items in

its immediate section or in the sections below it need be updated.

For exanple, in Figure 13 it can be seen that if an author conducted

research on two pollutants under identical conditions and used

identical sampling methods, only fields in EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS and

below are candidates for change, everything above would remain the

same.  On the other hand, if the user began entering data from an

article concerning a different source material, all entry blanks
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RTRT-TDTiRAPHTr INFORM ATTON
BroLIO_NO~
AUTHORS

TITLE

REFER

ABSTRACT

> ͣ

SOURCE INFORMATION

SOURCE_NO->|
GROUP

CATEGORY

MATERIAL

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

COND_NO—>

PRE.CONDI

TEST_DUR

TEST.DESC
OPER_PARA

TEMP_DEG_C
REL_HUMID

MAT_SIZE
VENT RATE

OTHERCOND

SAMPLING INFORMATION

SAMP_NO—>

SAMPL_TYPE

SAMPL.RATE
SAMPL.DUR
SAMPL_METH
SAMPL_SIZE
ANALYSIS

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

POLLUTANT ANALYZED I

EMISSION DATA I

COMMENTS I
XIOI UNITS   I

USER DEFINED FIELDS (Optional)

USER DEFINED LABEL: I

ASSOOATED DATA: |

USER DEFINED LABEL: I

ASSOaATEDDATA: I

<PgDn> Next Page       <PgUp> ftev Record    <CtrlxEnd> Save/Reset/End

Figure 13: Representation of the data entry screen accessed from the Entry selection of the main menu.
Data entered here is stored to a temporary datafile until the user appends it to the main datafiles.
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within and beneath the section containing SOURCE INFORMATION would be

candidates for change.  Again, no areas above it would have to be
altered.

The hierarchical format of the data entry screens make it almost as

fast to enter data for an article dealing with 10 pollutants as for

one dealing with only one pollutant.  Although it may be possible on
future versions of dMAPS, the program is not now able to

automatically determine the relationships between data in an article.

This task must be done by the user.  Again, this is made relatively

single by the hierarchical structure of the data input screen.  An

easy to remember rule is that when any item is changed, the

corresponding key number in that section and in all sections below it

must be increased by one.  This rule relieves the user of most of the

task of keeping track of the relationships between article data.

As the user enters data from articles, the data is stored in a

temporary datafile called UPDATE.DBF.  This file is stored and

appended to until the user determines that its information should be

incorporated into the main dMAPS datafiles.  This makes it easy to

stop in the middle of entering data for an article and to resume

later.  The program either picks up where the user last stopped, or

presents a new blank screen to begin another article, according to

the user's response to a series of questions at the beginning of the
data entry screens.  The key for the Biblio_no field is automatically
entered for the user according to the last entry.

For additional information concerning the best procedures for entry
of new data and a tutorial lesson, consult the dMAPS Manual.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

This program has been structured so that it may serve as a starting

point for further development.  The program is in modular form,

meaning that different functions such as data entry, data searching,

and data display are in separately written sub-programs called

Procedures within the dMAPS main program.  This form makes it

convenient to add other procedures to add other operations or

features.  Recommendations for additional procedures include:

1. A module to allow printing out the data via a printer in a form

more convenient than the screen display format.

2. A module to transfer data from the dMAPS program, either found

data or data in  toto,   to a Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet.  This will serve

two purposes.  First, having the data in a spreadsheet format

familiar to many computer users will allow easier analysis of the

data, and secondly, it will allow the output of selected areas of the

data into a structure which will allow easier viewing of grouped

data.  DBASE III Plus and Lotus 1-2-3 each have their own strengths

in data manipulation, and a procedure to allow data to be transferred

to a spreadsheet from dMAPS will greatly increase usefulness of the

data contained in dMAPS.

3. It is presently necessary to view data grouped by published

article.  This is only one way that data output may be structured.
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and other output formats may be more convenient for different users.

Specifically, displaying data across bibliographic reference

boundaries would be particularly useful, presenting data on one

source material, pollutant, or other key field across the entire
database.

4. Two versions of the program have been written, one for DBASE III

Plus, and one for the compatible database program Foxbase Plus.  The

Foxbase Plus version is superior to the dBASE version, particularly

in areas such as disk-space storage requirements and speed.

Additionally, the dMAPS program written for Foxbase may be compiled

to run without the presence of the entire Foxbase program, but with a

Run-time version which may be distributed to users without charge.

This greatly increases the usefulness and audience of the dMAPS

program.  I recommend that Foxbase Plus be used for all future

developmental work.

5. Conversion programs are available to convert DBASE (and Foxbase)

programs into the C programming language.  This would be an extremely

desirable task for three reasons.  Since programs in C are able to

run under many different operating systems, encoding dMAPS into C

would greatly increase the available audience by allowing the program

to run under non-DOS operating systems such as UNIX.  Conversion to C

would also mean that dMAPS would exist as executable files rec[uiring

no additional software.  Finally, programs in C are extremely fast.

Program operations now taking 17 seconds in DBASE and 8 seconds in

the faster Foxbase programs would execute almost instantaneously in a
C version.
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6. The present version contains data from forty articles dealing with

indoor air pollution.  In order for the program to remain useful,

data must continue to be entered as more articles are published and

found in literature searches.  As stated in the introduction, private

individuals have neither the time, money, nor skills to do

comprehensive literature searches for new data.  Indeed, that lack of

ability has been the main reason to develop dMAPS.  It would be a

serious mistake to now burden the users by requiring that they alone

keep the dMAPS program datafiles up to date.  This responsibility

should fall on the group which has ultimate control of dMAPS

development, be that the University of North Carolina or the US EPA.
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APPENDIX A

dMAPS DATABASE STRUCTURE AND SELECTED
RELATIONS
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Figure 14: Representation of the relationships between all programs of the dMAPS database.
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APPENDIX B

dMAPS PROGRAM CODE
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INDEX OF PROGRAMS LISTED IN APPENDIX B

R......................................... . . . I(A>
DMAPS.........................................1
PROCEDURE HELP..................................I
PROCEDURE READHELP...............................H
PROCEDURE BAR...................................H
PROCEDURE BIBDISP................................HI
PROCEDURE CMASTER...............................HI
PROCEDURE COLORS................................V
PROCEDURE COMPAND...............................VI
PROCEDURE COMPOR................................VI
PROCEDURE DATADISP...............................VI
PROCEDURE DETAIL................................VHI
PROCEDURE DISPMENU...............................Xm
PROCEDURE ENTER.................................Xm
PROCEDURE EPALTER................................XIV
PROCEDURE EPFBLTER...............................XVI
PROCEDURE EPFLET.................................XVI
PROCEDURE IFAUTH.................................XVH
PROCEDURE IFDATE.................................XVHI
PROCEDURE IFCAT.................................JOX
PROCEDURE IFGRP..................................XXI
PROCEDURE IFPOL..................................XXII
PROCEDURE IFREF..................................XXTV
PROCEDURE IFMAT.................................XXV
PROCEDURE HELPSCRN...............................XXVI
PROCEDURE INSTRUCT . . ͣ.............................XXVI
PROCEDURE KEYUP.................................XXVI
PROCEDURE KEYUP2................................XXVn
PROCEDURELINK..................................XXVH
PROCEDURE LOGIC.................................XXVH
PROCEDURE L0GIC2.................................XXX
PROCEDURE MAINMENU..............................XXXI
PROCEDURE MAKESTRG..............................XXXH
PROCEDURE MARK.................................XXXIH
PROCEDURE MONOBAR...............................XXXIV
PROCEDURE PASSMENU..............................XXXV
PROCEDURE RECFIND................................XXXVI
PROCEDURE ROUTING...............................XXXVI
PROCEDURE SEARCH................................XXXVI
PROCEDURE SUMMARY...............................XXXVIH
PROCEDURE SUMMBAR...............................XL
PROCEDURE TIMER.................................XLII
PROCEDURE USERPIX................................XLH
PROCEDURE UTILITY................................XLIII
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clear

set scoreboard off

set procedure to dmaps2
PROCEDURE HELP
PARAMETERS SCREEN

set color to bg/n
@ 12.0 CLEAR to 24.79
@ 12,0 to 24.79 double
DO CASE

CASE SCREEN=5.or.screen=l l.or.screen=10.or.screen=7
@ 13.1 SAY 'MENU SELECTION SCREENS:'
@ 14,5 SAY 'The items displayed in screois of this type are contained in the database'
@ 13.5 say 'in one or more published aitides. When you select a number corresponding'
@ 16,5 say 'to an entry for which you wish to review the data, the dMAPS program saves'
@ 17,5 say 'that entry and will later search through all articles for occurances. You'
@ 18,5 say 'may make up to three selections which may be from the same menu or ftxxn'
@ 19.5 say 'different menus.'
@ 22,5 say"
WAFT

CASE SCREEN=2

@ 10,1 SAY 'HELP SCREEN 2, CONCERNING BRACKET SELECTIONS'
WAIT

CASE SCREEN=3

@ 13,1 SAY 'PRELIMINARY POLLUTANT SELECTION SCREEN:'
@ 14,5 SAY 'In order to eliminate the need to display all pollutants contained in the '
@ 15,5 say 'databases a method has been chosen to display only the pollutanu that   '
@ 16,5 say'begin with any particular letter. '
@ 18,5 say 'To display all pollutants beginning with any letter, type that letter and'
@ 19,5 say 'then < Enter>. To display all pollutants, press <Entet> without making a'
@ 20,5 say 'letter selection'
WAIT

@ 3,50 say "
CASE SCREEN=4

@ 13,1 SAY 'AUTHOR SEARCH PROCEDURES:
@ 14,5 SAY 'Searching for authors is done differently than the searches for pdlutants'
@ 15,5 say 'and materials. Searching for authors is done from a free ottry screen in '
@ 16,5 say 'which you are free to enter any string of characters. '
@ 17,5 say 'Some author searching pointers: '
@ 18,5 say "The program searches the author's names for any string you input.     "
@ 19,5 say 'Capitalization and punctuation must be exact. Therefore, typing man will '
@ 20,5 say 'find Auman and Amana, typing Man will find Manson and Manteo, but not
@ 21,5 say 'Auman or Amana. '
@ 22,5 say'All surnames are followed by commas, so to find Smith and not Smithers,   '
@ 23,5 say 'enter the string Smith,.'
set color to bg+/n
@ 19,69 say 'man'

@ 20.34 say 'Man'
@ 23.22 say 'Smith,'
set color to w*/n

@ 20.48 say 'Man'
@ 20,59 say 'Man'
@ 20.12 say'man'
@ 20,21 say 'man*
@ 23,69 say "
set color to bg/n
WATT

CASE SCREEN=5

@ 10,1 SAY "HELP SCREEN 5, FOR POLLUTANT ENTRY HELP"
WAIT

CASE SCREEN=12

@ 10,1 SAY 'HELP SCREEN 6. UNASSIGNED '
WATT

CASE SCREEN=7

@ 10,1 SAY 'HELP SCREEN 7, FOR IFGRP.DBF. CONVENTIONS FOR GROUP SEARCHES'
WAIT

CASE SCREEN=8

@ 10.1 SAY 'HELP SCREEN 8, UNASSIGNED'
WAIT

CASE SCREEN=9

@ 10,10 SAY 'HELP SCREEN 9, FOR REFERENCE JOURNAL SEARCH HELP'
WAIT

CASE SCREEN=10

.@ 10,1 SAY 'HELP SCREEN 10 FOR SOURCE MATERIAL HELP'
WAFT

CASESCREEN=11

@ 10,1 SAY 'HELP SCREEN 11, FOR CATEGORY SEARCH HELP"
WAIT

CASESCREEN=6

@ 13,1 SAY 'SEARCH PARAMETERS SELECTION SCREEN'
@ 14,5 SAY 'Selections are made here concerning which areas of the databases are to be'
@ 15,5 say 'searched. The menu at screen left contains all searchable areas. After '
@ 16,5 say 'one of these areas has been selected by typing its first letter, the dMAPS'
@ 17,5 say 'program wiU prompt you for specific information on eadi. You may make up'
@ 18,5 say '3 simultaneous searches en any of the entries. As you make selections the '
@ 19,5 say 'program displays them in the bottom right. '
@ 20,5 say'
@ 21,5 say 'Corrections to incorrealy entered search criteria may be made from the  '
@ 22,5 say 'next menu screen, accessed by pressing "FIO". '
@ 23,5 say'
WAIT

ENDCASE
RETURN
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procedure readhdp
parameters helpscni,variable,x,y
**helpscrn=nuniber of the helpscreen requkwl
**variable=variableof read "get"
**x=row number of get
**y=colunnn number of get
�**help loop
store .f. to altered

�store rowO to r
�store colO to c
set color to &rdwh

@ 24,0 say ' (Help available: <Ctil-H>)'
set color to &blwh
DO WHILE .not. entered

@ x,y get variable
read

IF READKEYO=0
callsavescr with 'si'

DO HELP WITH helpscm
call savescr with 'rl'
LOOP

Else

entered^X

return

endif

enddo

���end help loop

* ***************** t***^!*************************************

� BAR �
************4i***4i*****4i*************i|i****««************4i****

PROCEDUREBAR

�// BAR: displays the user selection bar. No user inputs

public last
SET COLOR TO &blwh
CLEAR

SET COLOR TO &blwh

@ 2,17 clear to 2,78
@ 2,18 SAY 'SEARCH PARAMETERS SELECTION MENU'
if pass=l

@ 3,16 to 17.78
@ 3,1 to 17.15
@ 3.7 SAY'MENU*

@ 11,1 say chr(195)
@ 11,2 to 11.14
@ 11,15 say chr(180)
set color to &bwhbl

@ 4,2 say * Group     '
@ 6,2 say ' Category   '
@ 8,2 say ' Material  '
@ 10,2 say' Pollutant '
@ 12.2 say * Author    '
@ 14,2 say ' Journal    '
@ 16,2 say' Date pub. '
set color to &blwh

@ 19,0 clear to 23,79
@ 19,0 to 23,79 double
@ 19,50 say chr(203)
@ 20,50 to 22,50 double
@ 23.50 say chr(202)
@ 19,16 say'< >'
@ 19,18 say "Program Optiom"
set color to &rdwh

@ 20,10 say'R'
@ 20,2 say 'H'
set color to &blwh

@ 20,4 say 'elp'
@ 20,12 say 'etum to main menu'
@ 21,2 say 'Help usually available by preising <Clll-H>*
set color to &bwhbl

@ 4,4 say "G"
@ 6,4 say "C"
@ 8,4 say "M"
@ 10,4 say "F"
@ 12,4 say "A"
@ 14,4 say "J"
@ 16,4 say "D"
set color to &blwh
call savescr with "S5"

endif

call savescr with "R5"
do USERPDC

call savescr with "S5"

if reentry
set cdor to &blwh

endif

RETURN
�End of bar

II
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� BIBDISP •

PROCEDURE BIBDISP
set color to &blwh

if poinKl
close all

return to master

endif

use biblio

goto point
set color to &blwh

store 73 to X

store trim(biblio->title) to line
@ 1,0 clear to 6,79
@ 1,2 say substr(biblio->authon, 1,70)
STORE SUBSTRCnTLE.l ,79) TO TTTLBVAR

set color to &bkwh

if len(line)<x
@ 2,5 say line
else

do while substr(line,x,l) <> ' '.aad.x>l
x=x-l

enddo

@ 2,5 say substr(line,l,x)
store substr(linepi+l) to line
store 73 to X

if len{line)<x
@ 3,5 say line
else

do while substr(line,x,l) <> ' '.and.x>l
x=x-l

enddo

@ 3,5 say substr(line,lpt)
store substr(line,x-t-l) to line
@ 4,5 say line
endif

endif

set color to &blwh

ifcol()<^3
@ rowO,colO+l say trim(biblio->datB)

else

@ rowO+1,5 say trim(biblio->date)
endif

store 77-colO to x
store trim(biblio->refer) to line

iflenQine)<x
ifcolO+l<5
@ tow0,4 say "
endif

@ rowO,colO+l say line
else

do while 8ubstr(line,x,l) o' '.ud. x>l
x=x-l

enddo

ifx>l

@ rowO,colOt-l say sul»ti(]Biie,l;i)
store 8ubstiOine,x+l) to line
endif

store 73 to x

if len(line)<x
@ rowO+1,5 say line
else

do while substr(line,x,l) o' '.and. x>l
x=x-l

enddo

ifx>l

@ rowO+l,S say substr(line,l,x)
store substi^ine,x-i-l) to line
endif

@ TOwO+l,S say line
endif

endif

@ lowQ+l,0 to row(>t-l,79double
store row()-t-l to last
call savescr with 'si'
set color to &blwh .
call savescr with 's2'
return

•End ofBibdisp

� CMASTER *

PROCEDURE CMASTER
�//CMASTER
• COMPARES INDIVIDUAL BIBLIO STRINGS TO FORM A MASTER
* STRING USED BY DISPLAY PROGRAMS
� COMPARE NORMALLY (FROM RIGHT TO LEFO
DO WHILE .T.

DO CASE

** IK NO BRACKETS

III
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CASEBRACKET=*N'.OR.BRACKET=*R'.ot.bnckets'
if tiiner2 o"

»•� IF TIMER2 BLANK
else

store timerl to si

exit

endif

••IFT2o"
DO CASE

•» IF T2 <> • • (AND. B2 = AND)
case BOOL2='AND'

��• IFT2 o ͣ • (.AND B2 = AND .AND. 13 o ' *)
if timers <> ''

store timer3 to si

store timer2 to s2

DO COMPAND

TIMER3=' •

BOOL2=' '

endif

»•• IFT2 o • • (.AND. Bl = AND)
ifBOOLl='AND'

store timerl tos2

DO COMPAND

ENDIF

•*• IF T2 o " (.AND. Bl = OR)
ifbooll='OR'

store timerl to s2

* store timer2tosl
DOCOMPor

endif

••IFT2 o "
TIMER2="

BOOLl=* ͣ
case bool2=' '

�•IFB2="
stotetimer2tosl

store timerl to s2

DO CASE

•• IFB2=' ͣ AND. B1=AND
case BOOLl='AND'

DO COMPand

••IFB2="AND.Bl=OR
caselJOOLl='OR'

DO COMPor

**IFB2=".AND.B1="
case BOOLl=' *

exit

ENDCASE

case bool2='OR '
••IFB2=ORAND.T3 o "

if timers o''
store timers to si

store timei2 to s2

DOCOMPor

ENDIF

•* IF B2=OR AND. T3="
IFTIMER3="

store timer2 to si

endif

DO CASE

••IF B2=OR AND. B1=AND
case booll='AND*

store timerl to s2
DO COMPand

•• IF B2=<Ml AND. Bl=OR
case bodl='OR '

store timerl to s2
DOCOMPor

ENDCASE

ENDCASE
• COMPARE LEFT TO RIGHT
CASEBRACKET='L'
DO CASE

case BOOLl='AND'
store timer2 to si
store timerl to s2

DO COMPand

if timers o ''
ifBOOU='AND'

store timers to >2
DO COMPand

else

store limerS to i2

DO COMPor

endif

endif

case bool2=''
store timer2 tosl

store timerl to s2
DO CASE

IV
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caseBOOLl='AND'
DO COMPand

case B00L1='0R'
DO COMPor

case BOOLl=''
exit

ENDCASE
case booll='OR'

storedmer2tosl
store timerl to s2
DO COMPor
if timers <> ''

DO CASE
case bool2='AND'

store timers to s2
DO COMPand

case bool2='0R'
store timers to s2
DO COMPor

ENDCASE
endif

ENDCASE
ENDCASE
exit
enddo
store si toxstr
set color to &blwh
do instruct
store Ltrim(5tr(len(sl)/4)) to count
if counto'r

if count='0'
@ 20,1 say 'No articles have data matching search criteria.'
else

@ 20,1 say 'Selection criteria matched in '+counl+' articles.'
*@ 20,1 SAY 'Data from '+count+' articles match your search criteria.'

endif
else

@ 20,1 say 'Selection criteria matched in one anicle.'
endif
@ 22,51 SAY SEC
@ ROW0.COL0 SAY ' SecMidt seatdung time.*
i=l
do while i<100

i=i+l
enddo

set color to &flashblwh

@ 24,0 clear to 24.79
@ 22,2 say chr(16)
set color to &blwh

ifval(counl)=0
@ 22,3 say "Press any key to return to main menn..."
call cursoff
@ 23,79 say "
i=0
do while i=0

call beU with "2,2500"
ct=l
do while i=:O.and.ct<ia0OO

i=inkeyO
ct=ct+l

enddo
ifi=35

i=0
endif
enddo
else
endif
clear
call curson
iflen(sl)<=l

return to master
else

return

endif
*End ofcmaster

* COLORS *

PROCEDURE COLORS
public flashblwh,ylwh,bwhrd,bwhbk,ylcy,bwhl>l,;
ylbl,whbl,rdwh,bkwh,blwh,whwh,blank
store .t. to colormon
if colormon
•BLUE BACKGROUND
store 'h/w' to blwh
store 'n/w' to bkwh
store 'r/w' to rdwh
store 'w/b' to whbl
store 'gr+/b' to ylbl
store 'w+/b' to bwhM
store 'gr+/bg' to ylcy

V
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store 'w+M' to bwhbk
store'w+/r'to bwhrd

store 'gr+/w' to ylwh
store 'b*/w' to flashblwh
store 'w/w' to whwh
else

�BLACK/whIte
store'w/n'to blwh
store 'w+/n' to bkwh
store 'n+*/w' to rdwh

store 'w/n' to whbl

store 'w+Ai' to ylbl
store 'w+Ai+' to bwhbl

store'w+Ai'to ylcy ͣ
store 'w+M' to bwhbk

store 'w+M' to bwhrd .
store 'w+Ai' to ylwh
store'w+/n'to flashblwh
store 'w/w' to whwh
endif

�End ofcolors

� COMPAND �

PROCEDURE COMPAND

�//COMPAND
cti=l

IFS1=TIMER1

STORE'2ND'TO BOOL2

ENDIF

IFBOOL2='2ND'

STORE 'FINISH' TO BOOL2
ENDIF

� COMPARE STRING SI TO STRING S2

�EXTRACT 4 CHARACTER RECORD NUMBERS FROM STRING (WFOUND
�BIBLIO #'S

do while len(s 1 )>ctr
store 8ubstr(sl,ctr,4) to subl

�IF EXTRACTED RECORD U IS IN SECOND STRING ALSO
if subl $ s2

�SKIP TO NEXT FOUR-CHARACTER RECORD NUMBER
ctr=ctr+4

loop

*dclete from si if not also in s2

else

store stuff(sl,ctr,4,") to si
endif

enddo

RETURN

�End ofcompand

� COMPOR �

PROCEDURE COMPOR

�//COMPOR
CTR=1

DO WHILE LEN(S1)>CTR
STORE SUBSTR(S1.CTR.4) TO SUBl
IFSUB1$S2

CTR=CTR+4

LOOP

ELSE

STORE STUFF(S2,1.0.SUB1) TO S2
CTR=CTR+4

ENDIF

ENDDO

S1=S2

S2="

�End ofcompor

� DATADISP �

PROCEDURE DATADISP

�//DATADISP -> DISPLAYS POLL/COND RELATIONS
� CALLED FROM LINK.PRG

set typeahead to 0
IFFIRSTIME

store .L to firsttime

store recnoO to bookmaik
set index to POL-BIB

seek number

store recnoQ to start
set color to &blwh

@ 0,0 to last-2,79 double
@ last-1,0 clear to 24,79
@last-l,0 to 18,79 double
store last to memlast

VI
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do instruct

� DISPLAY USER OPTIONS
set color to &rdwh

@ 20.1 say CHR(24)+' •+CHR(25)
@ 22.2 SAY 'R'
@ 20,23 say "FIO"
set color to &blwh

@ 20.27 say "Select 'Cursored' Item"
@ 20,5 SAY 'Move Cursor bar'
@ 21.0 say chr(204)
@ 21.50 say chr<185)
@ 21,1 to 21,49 double
@ 22,5 say "Select another Reference for display"
@24,0
@ 24,0 say "" ͣt-chr(16)+"' Indicates group contains iindisplayed item that meeti fearch criteria.*
ENDIF

STORE .F. TO FIRSTIME
last=memlast

store biblio_no to x
@ last,10say "
rowl=last

page=l
pagect=0
goto start

store start to beginning,lastrec
do while .1.

store start to beginning
store recno()-pagect to start
if write

do while biblio_no=x.and.(.noLeofO)
set color to &blwh

@ tow 1,10 say pollutant
store recno() to firstrec
y=poUutant
store 1 to sampCT

*inake string to compare for hidden match
store hrim(slr(source_no))-',' to snumber

�COUNT/DISPLAY CONDITIONS FOR THIS POLLUTANT
IX) WHILE POLLUTANT=Y

if snumber$bigstr &&.or.snumber$bigstr2.or.snumbei$bigstr3
set color to &rdwh

@ rowO.S say chr(16)
set color to &blwh

endif

SKIP

store ltrim(str(source_no))-',' to snumber

@iowO,39 SAY SAMPCT
SAMPCT=SAMPCT+1

ENDDO

pagect=pagect+(SAMPCT-l)
if sampct=2

@ rowO,50 say 'Test Condition'
else

@ rowO,50 say 'Test Conditions'
endif

set color to &blwh

*page=# of display screen
*pagect=# of records counted
ifiow0=17

page=page+1
* store recnoQ-pagect to start
set color to &ylwh
@ 17.70 say tlir(25)+' PgDn '+chi<2S)
SET COLOR TO Ablwh

store recnoO to lastrec
*store screen

CALL SAVESCR WITH 'S2'

'keyboard control of cursor and program handed to
do monobar with last,t8,pagect,beginning,stan
last=meinlast

rowl=last-l

set color to &blwh

@last,l clear to 17,7S
if mote

more=.f.

return

endif

ENDIF

if page>l
set color to &ylwh
@ Ust,70 say chr(24)+' PgUp •+chi(24)
set color to &blwh

else

@ last,70 clear to last,78
endif

rowl=rowl+l

call savescr with "s2"
ENDDO

else

goto lastrec
endif        &&if not write

call savescr with "r2"

VII
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store rccnoO to lastrec
do monobar with last,18,pagect,b^iiiiuiig,ftait
last=memlast

if more

return  &&to link

endif

DO SUMMARY

last=memlast

set typeahead to 20
select 5

set index to biblio_no
seek bookmark

counter=counter-1

set typeahead to 20
enddo

*End ofdatadisp

* DETAIL •

procedure detail
* " rec" ASSIGNED IN monobar AS HRST MATCHING RECORD

goto POINTER
store source->material to mated

store polll ->pollutant to poUut
store biblio_no to go
WINDOW=2

SETSTATUS OFF

store recnoO to reed
* BEGIN DISPLAY OF Authors

set color to &blwh

store 73 to X

store trim(biblio->title) to line
@ 0,2 say trim(biblio->authors)

* MAKE VARIABLE FOR DATA DISPLAY IN SUMMARY.PRG

STORE SUBSTR(bibUo->TrrLE,l,79) TO TITLEVAR
�FIRST LINE OF TITLE

if lenOine)<x
@ 1,S say line
else

DO WHILE substr(linepi,l) o * •.and.x>l
x=x-l

ENDDO

@ 1,5 say substr(line,l,x)
store substr(line,x+l) to line

* SECOND LINE OF TITLE

store 71 to X

iflen(line)<x
@ 2,5 say line
else

IX) WHILE substiOineAl) o' ' ͣͣmLx>1
x=x-l

ENDDO

@ 2,5 say substr(line,lpc)
store substr(line,x-t-1) to line

• THIRD LINE OF TITLE (LAST)
@ 3,5 say line
endif

endif

set coIot to &blwh

• SAY DATE ON PRESENT LINE IF SPACE OR NEXT LINE IF NOT

ifcol0<72
@ rowO,cdO+l say trim(biblio->date)

else

@ rowO+1,5 say trim(biWio->date)
endif

• BEGIN DISPLAY OF REFERENCE INFO

store 77-colO to x
store trim(biblio->refer) to line

• FIRST LINE OF REFERENCE

if len(line)<x
ifcolO+l<5
@ row0,4 say "
endif

@ rowQ.colOi-l say line
else

DO WHILE substr(line.x,l) O ".aKi. z>l
x=x-l

ENDDO

ifx>l

@ rowO.colO+1 say substr(line,lpi)
store substr(line,x+l) to line
endif

• SECOND LINE OF REFERENCE

store 71 to X

iflen(line)<x
@ rowO+1,5 say line
else

DO WHILE substr(line,x,l) <> ' '.and. x>l
x=x-l

ENDDO

ifx>l

VIII
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@ row()+l,5 say substr<line,l,x)
store subsiKlinepc+l) to line
endif

• THIRD LINE Of REFERENCE (LAST)
@ rowO+1.5 say line
endif

endif

� DRAW DOUBLE LINE AT BOTTOM OF REFERENCE
@ rowO+1,0 to rowO+1.79 double
store n>w() to last
SET COLOR TO &rdwh
@ LAST.O CLEAR TO LAST.79
store polll->measuremm to ptl
store ' '+polll->unitslopt2
@ last,l say ptl
@ last,col() say pt2
@ last,colO+l say trim(upper(poUl->poUutant))
if recdorecnoO

@ rowO.O say 'WARNING: E^rogram error. Bibliography and data may not matchll*
@ rowQ+l.O say recnoQ
(g> rowO,colO+1 say reed

endif

'background
set color to &blwh

@ last-t-1,0 to last+1,79 double
@ lasl+2,0 clear to 23,79 &&<$>
*<$>

@ 23,0 say recno()
@ 23,col()+l say reed
@ 23,col(>i-l say 'pgm note: iearcfa for ^> to find *

store .t. to passone
m 1 =poll 1 ->userdata 1
in2=poll 1 ->userdata2
m3=poll 1 ->coinment
m4=cond->test_desc
m5=cond->test_dur
m6=source->material

m7=cond->pre_condi
m8=cond->oper_par
m9=cond->vent_rate
m 1 O=cond->temp_deg_c
ml l=cond->rel_huniid
m 12=sample->sampl_type
m 13=sainple->sampl_rate
m 14=sample->sampl_dur
m 15=sample->sampl_size

m 16=sample->sampl_ineth
ml7=sainple->analysis
m 18=poll 1 ->measuremnt
ml9=polll->userl
m20={)olll->user2
store .L to looop
do while .L

DO WHILE polll->biblio_no=go
ifaU

if polll ->poUutant <> pollut
DOKEYUP2

select 1    &&->poUl
goto ptcl  &&->initialized in recfind
return

endif

else

do while source->inaterial <> mateil
skip
if poUl ->pollutant o pollut

DO KEYUP2

select 1   &&->polll
goto ptcl  &&->initialized in lecfind
return

endif

enddo

endif

SET COLOR TO Atdwh

@ 24.0 CLEAR TO 24,79
@ 24.0 SAY chr(17)+chr<196)+chr(217)
set color to &rdwh

@ 24,15 SAY "PgDn"
@ 24,40 say "PgUp"
@ 24.65 say "R"
set color to &blwh

@ 24,4 say "MORE"
@ 24,20 say "New Material"
@ 24,45 say "Prev Material"
@ 24,67 say "Return"
DO CASE

CASE WIND0W=1     &&.or.looop
top=ll
if polll->userl <> ' '

top=10
endif

if polll->user2 <> ' '
top=9

IX
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endif

@ top, 16 clear to 15,69
SET COLOR TO Ablwh

@ 6,17 SAY "OTHER DATA:"
SET COLOR TO Ablwh

@ 7,16 to 11,48
@ 8,17 say 'User defined data fields:'
SET COLOR TO &BWHBL

*diange color if new data
if ml o polll->userdatal .or. ml9opoUl->aferl

set color to &ylbl
endif

*say data here
@ 9,17 say poUl->userl
@ ROWO.COLO+1 SAYpolll->useidatal
set color to &BWHBL

*change color If new data
if m2 o polll->userdau2 .or. m20<>polll->oiei2

set color to &ylbl
endif

�say color here
@ 10,17 say poll!->user2
@ ROWO,COLO+1 SAYpflUl->uienl«ia
set color to &blwh

@ 15,0 to 18,79
@ 14.1 say "COMMENTS:'
*set color If new data

if m3 o poll 1 ->comment
set color to &YLwh

endif

@ 16,1 say substr<polll->comment,l,77)+'-'
@ 17,1 say substr(polll->comment,78,150)
r=top
set color to &blwh
*endir

CASE WlNDOW=2&&.or.looop

�window 2
set color to &blwh

�box

set color to &blwh

@ 7,11 say "TEST DATA:"
SET COLOR TO &blwh

@8,10to21,75
set color to &blwh

@ 9,11 clear to 20,74
�nil
set color to &blwh

@ 9,11 say 'MeasundiBBBHrioa: *
if m 18 <> poll 1->inMtaragwt
set cdor to &ylwh
else

set color to &bkwh
endif

store polll->measureinnt to ptl
store' '+polll ->units to pt2
@ROW0,COL()sayptl
@ rowO,colO+l saypt2
set color to &blwh

@ 10,11 say 'Description:'
if in4 o cond->test_desc
set cdor to &ylwh
else

set color to &bkwh

endif

@ ROW0.COL() say cond->test_deic
set color to &blwh

@ ROWO+1,11 SAY 'Duration:'
if mS <> cond->test_dur
set ccdor to &ylwh
else

set ccJor to &bkwh

endif

@ ROW0,COL() say cond->teat.dur
set cdor to &blwh

@ iowO+1,11 torowO+1,74
@ iowO+1,11 say 'Material:'
if m6 o source->mateiial

set color to &ylwh
else

set color to &bkwh
endif

@ rowO,colO say substr(source->material,l,55)
set cdoc to &blwh

@ ROWO+1,11 SAY 'Matl. Pre-conditioning:'
if m7 o cond->pre_condi
set color to &ylwh
else

set color to &bkwh
endif

@ ROW(),COL() say cond->pre_condi

X
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set color to &blwh

@ ROWO+1.11 SAY 'Operating Parameters: '
if m8 o cond->oper_par
set color to &ylwh
else

set color to &bkwh
endif

@ ROWO.COLO say cond->oper_par
set color to &blwh

@ ROWO+l.ll SAY 'Room/Chamber Vtrfnme:'
@ ROWO+1.11 SAY •Ventilation Rate: *
if m9 o cond->vent_rate
set color to &ylwh
else

set color to &bkwh

endif

@ ROW0.COL0 say cond->vent_rate
set color to &blwh

*@ ROWCCOLQ say cond->chamb_val
set color to &blwh

@ rowO+l.U torowO+1.74
@ ROWO+1,11 SAY 'TEMP (C'+chK248)+'):'
if m 10 <> cond->temp_deg_c
set color to &ylwh
else

set color to &bkwh

endif

@ ROWCCOLQ say TRIM(COND->teinp_deg_c>t' *
set color to &blwh

@ ROWO+1.11 say 'Humidity (% RH):'
if ml 1 <> cond->rel_humid
set color to &ylwh
else

set color to &bkwh
endif

@ ROWO.COLO say cond->rel_lHHnid
set color to &blwh

*@ rowO+2,1 say recnoQ
store recnoQ to reed
CASE WINDOW=3&&.or.looop

*********************************

�WINDOW 3

�background
set color to &blwh

@ 8,5 say "SAMPLING DATA: "

set color to &blwh
set color to &blwh

*box

@ 9.4 to 22.77
set color to &blwh

@ 10.5 clear to 21,76
*flll

set color to &blwh

@ 10.5 SAY 'INSTRUMENT: *
@ rowO+l .5 to row()+l ,76
@ rowO.5 say "SAMPLE-'
@ rowO+1.5 say '  Type   :'
set color to &blwh

if ml2 <> sample->sampl_type
set color to &ylwh
else

set color to &bkwh
endif

@ ROW0,COL() say sample->sam{djype
set color to &blwh

@rowO+1.5SAY'   Rale    :'
set color to &blwh

if ml3 <> sample->sam]d_raie
set color to &ylwh
else

set color to &bkwh
endif

@ ROW0.COL() say sample->samplj«o
set color to &blwh

@ROW0+1.5SAY'   Duration:'
set color to &blwh

if ml4 <> sample->sampl_dur
set color to &ylwh
else

set color to &bkwh

endif

@ ROWO.COLO say sample->sampl_dur
set color to &blwh

@ROWO+1,5SAY'  Size   :"
set color to &blwh

if ml5 <> sample->sampl_si2e
set color to &ylwh.
else

set color to &bkwh

endif

@ ROWO.COLO say sample->sampl_size

XI
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set color to &blwh
@ rowO+1,5 to rowO+1,76 '
@ ROWO+1,5 SAY 'Sample Method:'
set color to &blwh
if ml6 o sample->sampl_meth
set color to &ylwh
else
set color to &bkwh
endif

@ ROWO+1,5 say saniple->sainpl_meth
set color to &blwh
@ ROWO+1.5 SAY 'Analytic Method:'
set color to &blwh
if ml7 o sample->analysis
set color to &ylwh
else
set color to &bkwh
endif
@ ROWO+1,5 SAY Mii4ile->WMtyiii
endcase
loo(3p=.t.
ct=0
SET COLOR TO &bkwh
@ last,0 clear to last,79
if m 18 o polll ->measurenwt

set color to &ylwh
else

set color to <&bkwh
endif

store polll ->measuremnt to ptl
store' '+polll->uratstopt2
@ last.l say ptl
@ Ia8t,col0+1 say pt2
set color to &bkwh
@ last,colO+l say trim(upper(poni->politfaat))
'background
set color to &blwh
point=.t.
do while point

point=i.
i=0

do while i=0
do while i=0

i=inkeyO
enddo
ifi=35

i=0

do he^ with 1
endif

enddo
do case

casei=113.or.i=81       &&Qq
close all
return to master

casei=114.or.i=82       &&Rr
set color to &blwh
clear
frow=5
lrow=19
DOKEYUP2
select 1   &&->polll
gotoptcl   &&->initializediBiecfiiMl
return

casei=3.orJ=18
ml=polll->userdatal
m2=p<dl 1 ->userdata2
m3=p(dl 1 ->comment
m4=cond->test_desc
mS=cond->test_dur
m6=source->mateiial

m7=cond->pre_condi
m8=cand->oper_par
m9=cond->venl_rate
m 1 O=cond->tenip_deg_c
ml l=cond->rel_humid
m 12=sample->sampl_type
ml3=sample->sampl_rate
m 14=sample->sampl_dur
m 1 S=sample->sampl_size
m 16=sample->sampl_meth
ml7=sample->analysis
ml8=polll->measuremnt
looop=:.t.

do case
case i=3

skip
if poll 1 ->pollutant <> pollut

DO KEYUP2

select 1    &&->polll
goto ptc 1   &&->initia]iaeii in lecfiad
return

endif

XII
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exit

case i=18

skip-1
if all

if poll 1 ->polIutant o poUut
DO KEYUP2

select 1    &&->polll
goto ptcl   &&->initiatized in lecfind
return

endif

ebe
do while source->material o mateil

skip-1
if polll->pollutant <> pollut

DO KEYUP2

select 1   &.&->polll
goto ptcl   &&->initialized in lecfind
return

endif

enddo

endif

EXIT

endcase

otherwise

set color to &blwh

@ lasl+2.0 clear to 24.79
window=window+1
if window=4

window=l

endif

endcase

ENDDO

ENDDO

enddo

*End ofDeUil

* DISPMENU *

PROCEDURE DISPMENU

* dispmenu
* allows user discretion in display of biblioinfomi.
@ 9,0 clear to 24.79
@ 8,9 say "This Reference:'
@ 9,8 to 19.33
@ 8,44 say 'Other References:'

@ 9.43 to 19.68
set color to &whbl

@ 10,10 say • 1 •
@ 12.10 say ' 2 '
@ 14.10 say ' 3 •
@ 16,10 say ' 4 '
@ 18.10 say'5'
@ 10.45 say cht<24)
@ 12.45 say chr(25)
@ 14,45 say "Alt •+chK24)
@ 16.45 say 'Alt '+chr<25)
@ 18.45 say 'Alt L"
set color to &blwh

@ 10.14 say 'Source Description*
@ 12.14 say 'Test Conditions'
@ 14,14 say 'Test Method'
@ 16.14 say 'PoUuunt Results'
@ 18,14 say 'Exit to Main Menu'
@ 10,48 say 'Previous Reference'
@ 12,48 say 'Next Reference'
@ 14,52 say 'First Reference'
@ 16,52 say 'Last Reference'
@ 18,52 say 'Logic'
return

*End oTdispmenu

» ENTER •

PROCEDURE ENTER

SET COLOR TO &ylcy.,&bkwh
set talk off

� ENTER.PRG    -> ALLOWS ENTRY OF lASE DATA
• DONT CHANGE THESE:
USE ALTERNAT.DBF

SET FORMAT TO enttmp.doc
set delimiters on

set delimiters to chr(177)
• TO MAKE BELL RING, "SET BELL ON"
SET BELL OFF

� DON'T CHANGE THESE
do while .t.

CLEAR

set color to &bwhbl

@ 10,0 clear to 10,79
@ 10,10 say "Do you want information cairied forward record to lecoid?''

XIII
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set color to &ylcy
@ 12,35 say "(Y/N)"
@ 23,0 say"
WAH •• TO B

IF B $ 'yV

clear

@ 10,17 say "Start with a new blank record? (Y/N)"
set color to &bwhU

<§) 12,5 say '("N" here will start entries with data from last entered screen )'
@ 23,0 say"
wait "tod

if d$'Yy'
set color to &bwhbl

@ 10,0 clear to 10,79 .
@ 10,0 say "The next entry screen will be blank. When you have entered data"
@ 11,0 say "for this initial screen, press <£trl><End> and the information contained in it"
@ 12,0 say "will be carried forward. Then, reenter only the information that is different."
@ 14,0 say "When you wish a new blank screen, press <CtrlxEnd> again."
@ 23,0 say"
wait

else

set color to &blwhS

@ 12,0 clear to 12,79
@ 12,10 say "The next teootd it a new leoord with data copied fiom Ian entiy."
set color to &bwhbl

@ 23,0 say "
wait

endif

set color to w-t'/b.,&bkwh
ifdS'Nn"

set cany on
else

set carry off
endif

APPEND

if erYy"
set carry on

else

set cany off
endif

clear

@ 10,17 say "Continue addii^ more lecoids? (Y/N)"
@ 23,0 say"
wait" to c

ifcS'Yy-
@ 12,1 say "The fdlowing leooid is a new teoord, but with old information copied to it."
@ 13,1 say "You may enter new dau in any fi(3d."
set color to &blwh5

@ 15,0 dear to 15,79
@ 15,10 say "YOU MUST FOLLOW THE DATA ENTRY CONVENTIONS IN THE USER

MANUAL!!"

set color to &ylcy
@ 23,2 SAY "(More complete instructions will be in final version.)"
@ 23,1 SAY "
WATT

append
EXIT

else

set format to

return

endif

endif

enddo

*End ofenter

• EPALTER �

PROCEDURE EPALTER

*epalter.prg
set color to &blwh

@ 21.3 clear to 21,48
store '' to ch

store chr(169)+'     '+chr(170) to bracktop2
st<we dir(192)+'     '+chr<217) to brackbot2
set color to &blwh

@ 9,40 clear to 17,73
@9.40to 17.73
@ 9.41 say ' Change Menu '
set color to &blwh

do case

case h3 o ''

@ 10,42 say 'A - Change A value'
@ 12,42 say "B - Change B value'
@ 14,42 say'C - Change C value'
@ 16,42 say'D - Reset Defaults •
set coloHo &blwh

@ 10,53 say • A •
@ 12,53 say • B •
@ 14,53 say'C*

XIV
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case h2 o' '

@ 10,42 say 'A - Change A value'
@ 12,42 say 'B - Change B value '
@ 14,42 say "C - Add a  C value '
@ 16,42 say 'D - Reset Defaults '
set color to &blwh

@ 10,53 say ' A '
@ 12,53 say ' B '
@ 14,53 say ͣ C'
otherwise

@ 10,42 say 'A - Change A value'
@ 12,42 say 'B - Add a  B value'
@ 16,42 say 'D - Reset Defaults '
set color to &blwh

@ 10,53 say • A ͣ
@ 12,53 say • B •
endcase

set color to &blwh.,&blwh
set bell off

@ 21,4 say 'Type Letter:   '
DO READHELP WITH 1,C11,21,17
set bell on

store upper(ch) to ch
@ 3,38 CLEAR TO 13,73

@ 3,38 to 13,73 double
IF CH o 'N'.or.ch <> 'C'.or.ch o 'A'.or.di o *B'

LOGIC='user'

else

logic='default'
ifch='D'

return

endif

ENDIF

DO CASE

case ch='N'

redo = 'V

pass=4
case ch='A'

pass=l
store .t. to reentry

'store ch to modif

do passmenu
casech='B'

store .t. to reentry
*store ch to modif

pass=2

do passmenu
case ch='C'

store .t. to reentry
*store ch to modif

pass=3
do passmenu

case ch='P'

***Display bracltet options
logic='user'
@ 13.37 SAY "BRACKET CHANGE MENU'
SET COLOR TO Ablwh

@ 5.45 SAY' L •
@ 8.45 SAY • R •
@ 11.45SAY'N'

SET COLOR TO &blwh

@ 5,50 say ' A •
@ 5,55 SAY • B •
@ 5,60 SAY • C ͣ
@ 8.50 say • A •
@ 8,55 SAY • B •
@ 8,60 SAY • C •
@ ll,50say'A"
@ 11.55SAY'B'
@ 11.60 SAY'C

idcolorto&blwh

@ 5.50 say '[*
@ 5.57 say *]•
@ 8,55 say •['
@ 8,62 say •]•

set color to &flashblwh

@ 24.1 say chr(16)
set color to &blwh

@ 24.3 say TYPE LETIER CORRESPONDING TO BRACKET TYPE DESIRED'
@ 21.2 clear to 21.49
store '' to bracltet

DO READHELP WITH 2.BRACKET.24.70

do case

case bracl(et$'Rr'
brackel='RR'

case braclcet$'Ll'
bracket='LL'

case bracltetS'Nn'
bracket='NN'

endcase
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clear

DO BRACKALT
letum

case ch='R'

@ 3,38 SAY 'Change Right Bootan OpentorKK*
set color to &blwh

@ 5,45 say 'A'
@ 7,45 say 'O'
@ 9,45 say 'N'

Kt color to &blwh

@ 5,46 say 'ND'
@ 7,46 SAY "R"
@ 9,46 SAY "OT)'
@ 12,43 say 'Type HighUghied Later...'

wan " tobool2

BOOL2=UPPER(BOOL2)
do case

casebool2='A'
bool2='AND'

case bool2='0'

bool2='OR'

case bool2='N'
bool2='N0T'

endcase

@ 3,38 CLEAR TO 23,73
return

case ch='L'

@ 3,38 SAY 'Change Left Boolean Operator to:'
set color to &blwh

@ 5,45 say 'A'
@ 7,45 say "O"
@ 9,45 say 'N*

set color to &blwh

@ 5,46 say 'ND'
@ 7,46 SAY 'R'
@ 9,46 SAY'OT)'
@ 12,43 say 'Type Highlighted LMter...'

wait" tobooll

BOOH=UPPER(BOOLl)
do case

case booll='A'

booll=*AND'

casebooll='0'

booll='OR •

casebooll='N'

booll='NOT'

endcase

@ 3,38 CLEAR TO 23,73
return

ENDCASE

return

*End ofepalter

* EPnLTER •

PROCEDURE EPFILTER

*// epfilter: calls 'LOGIC.prg' to set up default
* relationships between chosen variables.
* Allows user to make changes in default
* settings, or initiates search upon user
* approval.

• called from routing.prg
DOWfflLE.T.

public noshow
store .f. to noshow

doLOGIC

store .L to noshow

doLOGIC2
enddo

*End ofepfilter

• EPFLET •

PROCEDURE EPFLET

• EPFLET (EP FIRST LETTER)
» CALLED FROM ROUTING.PRG
• ALLOWS USER TO REFINE THE POLLUTANT MENU DISPLAYED BY
• SPECIFYING THE FIRST FEW LETTERS OF THE POLLUTANT,
restore additive from mem 1.mem

set typeahead to 20
set format to

do while .t.

store '' to firstlet

@ 4,18 clear to 15,77
set color to &bkwh

@ 0,0 clear to 17,15
@ 0,0 dear to 2,79
@ 3,16 to 17,78
set color to &bkwh
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@ 2,16 clear to 2,78
@ 2,18 say " PoUuunl Seleaion: "
set color to &bkwh

@ 18,0 clear to 24,79
@ 4,18 say "Enter first letter of pollutant of interest:"
@ 6,18 say "(or press "+tet+' for complete pollutant list)*
caU bell with "1,6000"
set bell off

call cursoff

DO WHILE .t
set color to &bwhrd

@ 4,63 get firsQet picture "I"
read

set color to &blwh

IF READ1CEY0=0
call savescr with 'si'

IX) HELP WITH 3
call savescr with 'rl'
LOOP

ENDIF

exit

enddo

***end help loop
set typeahead to 0
set bell on

call curson

* xstring contains the first letters of all pollutants
if substr(firstlet,l,l) $ xstring

letum

else

caU bell with "1,5000"
caUbeU with "1,3000"
set color to &bkwh

@ 4,18 clear to 16,77
@ 8,18 say [No PoUutanu with the first leueKs) "l+fintkt-C;]
@ 9,18 say [press any key to continne...]
wait"

loop
endif

enddo

*End ofepflet

»^it»********************************************************

* IFAUTH *
************************************************************

PROCEDURE IFAUTH

ifaulh: allows user to input a string of characters
to be used In a search of the authors names

field. String may be in any location in the
field

called from ROUTING.PRG

set color to &bkwh. ,&bkwh
@ 20,1 clear to 22,49
@ 20,51 clear to 22.78
set color to &bkwh

@ 1,0 CLEAR TO 1,79
@ 2,25 say 'AUTHOR SELECTION SCREEN
@ 3,1 clear to 18.15
@ 5,18 clear to 15,77
@5,18say[Entera string of characters representing any author'l name.]
@ 6,18 say 'Capiulize only the first letter of a name.'
store .L to authlook .author
do while .t.

set color to &bkwh

@ 14,18 TO 16.77
@ 15,21 SAY "Enter author's name:"
store ' ' to authname

DO READHELP WTTH 4,AUTHNAME, 15,42
set color to &bkwh

@ 19,60 say '<        >'
set color to &bkwh

@ 19,62 say 'Message'
@ 20,51 clear to 22,77
set color to &bkwh

@ 21,51 say ' WAIT
use biblio

count for trim(authname) $ authon to ct
set cdor to &bkwh

set function 2 to 'F2;'
set function 6 to 'F6;'
do instmct

set color to &rdwh

@ 20,1 say ' F2 '
@ 21,1 say •F6'
set color to &bkwh

@ 20,7 say "lo re-enter Author'l name"
@ 21,7 say "to abandon author geaich"
ifct>0

set color to &bwhbl

@ 22,1 say ' FIO'
set color to &bkwh
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@ 22,7 say 'OK, add '" ͣHrini(»mlMHmif)t"' lo <SdeGtiaiii>*
endif

set color to &bkwh

@ 19,60 say •<        >'
set color to &bkwh

@ 19,62 say 'Message'
@ 21,51 clear to 21,78
@ 20,55 say 'Articles found authored'
@ 21,55 say 'by '+trim(aulhname)+':'
set color to &flashblwh

@ rowO.colO+l say ltrim(str(ct))
set color to &bkwh

accept "loch
do case

case ch='Help'
helpfrom='auth'
loop
case ch='F2'

do instrua

loop
case ch='F6'

store .f. to author
do mark

pas$=pass-l
retum

case ch='F10'

z=tiim(authiMine)
do mark

clear

retum

case ch=' '

pass=pass-l
return

endcase

enddo

retum

*Endanrauth

* IFDATE •

PROCEDURE IFDATE

*// ifdate: allows user to input publication date as
* a search criteria

* called from ROLTING.PRG

call savescr with 'si'

@ 1,0 clear to 1,79
@ 1,30 say 'DATE ENTKY 9CXBSH'
set bell off

set talk off

@ 3,1 clear to 18,15
do while .L

set color to &bkwh

@ 5,18 say 'Enter any year date such as 1983 or 1985, etc., to'
@ 6,18 say 'limit the search to articles published only in that year.'
@ 20,1 clear to 22,49

ifyear(date0)<1987
@ 4,18 clear to 17,77
@ 12,0 say 'System date is incorrect. Error checking requires that'
@ 13,0 say 'the correct system date be present.'
I date

clear

loop
endif

set color to &bkwh

@ 8,18 clear to 16,77
@ 8,18 To 10,55
store '    ' to daleyear
@ 9,20 say "Enter year: "
��•help loop
DO WHILE .t.

set color to &bkwh.,&bwUil
@ 9,31 get dateyear picuue '*##•'
read

IFREADKEYO=0
call savescr with 'si'

DOHELPWrrH12
call savescr with 'rl'

LOOP

ENDIF

exit

enddo

***end help loop
set color to

ifval(dateyear)=0
clear

pass=pass-l
retum

endif
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if asc(dateyear) <> 70
if (val(dateyear)<1900.or.val(daleyear)>year(daleO))
caU beU with "3.4000"
set color to &rdwh

@ 12,18 say 'Not a validdate'
@ 13,18 say "Press any key to Re-enter...'
wait"

loop
endif

endif

set color to &flashblwh

@ 20,51 say ' WAIT
use biblio

count for dateyear $ date to a
SET COLOR TO Abkwh

@ 20,51 CLEAR TO 20,78
IFCT=0

@ 20,51 SAY 'NO'
ELSE

set color to &flashblwh

(g) 20,51 say ' •+ltriin(str<ct))+''
ENDIF

set color to &bkwh

@ 20,col() say ' Matching Records'
set function 2 to 'F2;'
set function 10 to 'FIO;'
@ 20,1 clear to 20,49
@ 20,1 say ' Fl *
set color to &bwhbl

@ 22,1 say ' FIO '
set color to &bkwh

@ 20,7 say 'Abandon date, enter another'
@ 22,7 say 'Incoiporate Date into search panmeien'
set color to &bkwh

@ 17,0 say"
accept" to ch
set color to &bkwh

@ 7,45 clear to 7,70
set color to &bkwh

do case

case ch='Help'
helpfrom='date'
loop
case ch='F2'

@ 14,11 clearto 16,60
loop

case chs'FlO'

z=dateyear
dat=.t.

domaik

date=.f

return

endcase

enddo

set bell on

clear

return

*End ofifdate

* IFCAT •

PROCEDURE IFCAT

*// IFX:AT; lists poiluUnts conUined In catllst.dbf
set typeahead to 2
USE CATUST

GOTO TOP

set echo off

STORE 4 TOR

STORE 1 TO C

DO WHILE .T.
set color to &bwhbk

CLEAR

@ 0,0 to 22,79
set color to &bkwh

@ 1,1 dear to 21.78
set color to &bwhbk

@ 2,1 to 2,78 double
@ 3,39 to 21,39
set color to &bkwh

@ 1,1 clearto 1.78
@ 1.10 say ' Category '
DO WHILE .T.

set color to &bkwh

@ 3.1 clear to 21,78
if recnoQ o 1
set color to &ylwh
@ 3.70 say chr(24)+' PgUp • ͣh1w<24)
set color to &bkwh
endif

DO WHILE .NOT. EOFO
SOUR=trim(CATEGORY)
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* DISPLAY SOURCE MATERIALS IN STATUS BAR
set color to &ylwh
@ R,C SAY LTRIM(STR(RECNO0))
set color to &bkwh

@ iowO.3 say ': •+CATEC30RY
R=R+1

IFR=22
R=4

C=40

ENDIF
SKIP

if recnoOcreccountO
IF R=21.AND.C=40

@ 20,65 say chr(218)
@ 20,66 to 20,78
@ 21,65 say chr(179)
set color to &ylwh
@ 21,70 say chr(25)+* PgDn '•Kiu(23)
set color to &bkwh
EXIT

ENDIF
endif

ENDDO

set color to &bkwh

@ 23,0 clear to 24,79
set color to &ylwh.,&bwhrd

@23,0 say' Enter the niunber of iheaouroecaWfOfycfiBteiMt:    Ihen'+iet
store'   'tox

•��help loop
DO WHILE .t.

@ 23,55 get X picture •9999*
read

IF READKEYO=0
call savescr with 'si'

DO HELP WITH 11
call savescr with 'rl'
LOOP

ENDIF

exit

enddo

���end help loop
do case

case readkey0=16
store .1. to blank

pass=pass-l
return

case readkey0=:272

case val(x)>rBccount0.or.mHlwyO<t
goto 1
r=3

c=l

loop
case x='Help'
liorc 'MATERIAL' to lidpfiRMi
y=recnoO
do epahelp
case readkey0=6
iftecnoO-38<l

goto 1
else

goto iecnoO-38
endif

c=l

r=3

loop
case teadkeyO=7
if iccnoO>=reccountO

goto 1
endif

r=3

c=l

loop
case x='   '

store .L to blank

pass=pass-l
return

endcase

goto VAL(X)
* reset from string search for MMkor^tal^or rtftrac*

store .f. to dat,author,ref
domaik

return

* @ 22,67 clear to 23.78
* R=3
* 0=1

* pass=:pass-l
enddo

enddo

* return

�End ofifcat
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* IFX3RP *
ttt*********************************************************

PROCEDURE IFGRP

*// Ifgrp; lisU category MATERL^L conUined in grpiisLdbf
store .f. to blank

set typeahead to 2
USE grplist
GOTO TOP
set echo off
STORE 3 TO R
STORE 1 TO C
set color to &bkwh

@ 0.0 CLEAR to 24.79
@ 0,0 to 22,79
@ 2,1 to 2.78 double
set color to &bkwh

@ 1,1 clear to 1,78
set color to &bkwh

@ 1,10 say ' Group Sources'
DO WHILE .T.
set color to &bkwh

@ 3,1 clear to 21,78
if recnoO o 1
set color to Aylwh
@ 3,70 say chr(24)+' PgUp •+chr(24)
set color to &bkwh

endif

DO WHILE .NOT EOFO
gip=TRIM(group)
* DISPLAY Group types IN STATUS BAR

set color to &ylwh
@ R.C SAY LTRIM(STR(RBCNO0))
SET COLOR TO &bkwh

@ R.3 SAY': Vgrp
R=R+1

SKIP

if recnoO<teccount()
IFR>=22

set color to &ylwh
@ 21,70 say chr(25)+* PgDn •+chi(25)
set color to &bkwh
EXIT

ENDIF

endif

ENDDO

@ 23,0 clear to 24.79
set color to &bkwh.,&bkwh
@ 23,2say 'Enter the number of the SauiceOnNip of miereit:    ibnpNM'-i-iet
store '   ' to X

STORE .F. TO ENTERED

*DO READHELP WITH 7,X^3^2
DO WHILE .not. entered

@ 23,51 get X
read

IFREADKEYO=0
call savescrwith 'si'

DO HELP WITH hdpscm
call savescrwith 'rl'
LOOP

Else

entered=.L

EXIT

endif

enddo

do case

case readkey0=16
WAFT 'XX READKBY = 16. RETURN'
store .t. to blank

pass=pass-l
return

case readkey0=272
case val(x)>Teccount0.or.readkey()=2

WATT 'XX READKEY=2 OR VAL(X)^tB0COUNr
goto 1
r=3

c=l

loop
case readkey0=6
WAIT 'XX READKEY=6'
ifrccnoO-38<l

goto 1
else

goto recnoO-38
endif

c=l

r=3

loop
case readkey()=7
WAIT 'XX READKEY=7'
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if recnoO>=reccountO
gotol

endif
1=3

c=l

loop
case x='   '

WAIT XX X IS BLANK. PASS»:PASS-1JRBTURNING'
store .t. to blank

pass=pass-l
return

endcase

goto val(x)
* reset from string search for «iiMwr,<«te,or rcrcrWM

store .f. to dat,author,ref
do mark

* pass=pass-l
return

ENDDO

return

*Endonrgrp

* IFPOL *

PROCEDURE IFPOL

*// IFPOL; lists contents of database containing unique
* listings of the chosen search area for listing
* as a menu screen and assigns selections to
* memvars: rl,r2,r3, and hl,li2, or Ii3
*

*z=field name

*p=neld label
•&Z=field contents
*

* called from ROUTING
SETTYPEAHEADTO20
set color to &bkwh

@ 1.0 CLEAR to 22.79
* DRAW BOX

set color to &bwhUc

@ 0,0 to 22,79
@ 2,1 to 2.78 double
@ 3,38 to 21,38
set color to &ylwh
@ 1,1 clear to 1,78

set color to &bwhbk

@ 1.15 say'Pollutant*
@ 23.0 clear to 24.79
call savescr with "s4"

• STORE FIRST AND LASTPOLLUTAirPS lECOBDMHO BEGIN, 8ND
USE&db
GOTOTOP

IFfirsaet="

STORE RECCOUNTO TO END
STORE 1 TO BEGIN

else

SET EXACT OFF

STORE upper<ttim(FIRSTLET)) TO FIRSTLET
� FIND FIRST POLLUTANT

LOCATE FOR POLLUTANT=fitsaet
• IF NO POLLUTANTS, DISPLAY MESSAGE, AULOW KE-ENTRY

IF RECNO()>RECCOUNT0
set color to &bwhrd

caU beU with "2.4000"
@ 5.2 clear to 8,77
@ 6.15 SAY "NO POLLUTANTS FOUND WITH "'+FIRSTLET+'" AS THE FIRST LETTERS'
PASS=PASS-1

@ 7.26 say 'Press any key to continue...'
wait"

RETURN

ENDEP

� FIND LAST POLLUTANT WITH SAME FIRST LETTEB
STORE RECNOO TO BEGIN

DO WHILE POLLUTANT=FIRSTLET
SKIP

ENDDO

STORE RECNOO TO END
GOTO BEGIN

ENDIF

set echo off

STORE 4 TOR

STORE 1 TO C

pol=*   '
DO WHILE .T.

* RE-DRAW SAVED BOX
call savescr with "r4"

if tecnoO <> begin
set color to &ylwh
@ 3.70 say chr(24)+' PgUp •+cht(24)
set color to &bkwh

endif
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DO WHILE RECNOOcEND
show= trim(&z)
set color to &ylwh
@ R,C SAY LTRIM(STR(RECNO0))
set color to &blwh

@rowO,colOsay': '+show
R=R+1

IFR=22

R=4

C=40

ENDIF

SKIP

if recno()<END
IFR=21.AND.C=40

set color to &ylwh
@ 21,70 say chr(25)+' PgDn •+diiC5)
set color to &bkwh

EXIT

ENDIF

endif

ENDDO

*DISPLAY INSTRUCTIONS AT BOTTOM W SCREEN
set color to &bkwh.,i&bkwh
@ 23,0 clear to 24,79
set typeahead to 1
@ 23,0 say " Enter the number of the pollutant of interest:    then '+10.
* ACCEPT USER INPUT FOR DESIRED POLLUTANT

store '    ' to pol
***liclp loop
DO WHILE .t.

@ rowO,48 get pol picture '9999'
read

IF READKEYO=0
call savescr with 'si'
DO HELP WITH 5
call savescr with 'rl'

LOOP

liNDIF

exit

enddo

***end help loop
do case

casereadkey()=15
store .t. to blank^iochange
pass=pass-l
return

case readkey0=272 &&Retum, data changed

case val(pol)>reccount0.or.readkey()=2.or.pol='0'
goto begin
r=3

c=l

loop
case readkeyO=7.or.readkeyO=5

* USER WANTS TO MOVE FORWARD A SCREEN
* LAST POLLUTANT ALREADY SHOWING?

IFRECNO()=END
GOTO BEGIN

R=4

C=l

* IF LAST POLLUTANT NOT SHOWING
ELSE

skip
ENDIF

case readkey0=6.or.readkey0=4
* USER WANTS TO BACK UP A SCREEN

do case

* MORE THAN ONE SCREEN OF POLLUTANTS AVAILABLE?
case END-BEGIN>70

* LESS THAN ONE FULL SCREEN DOWN?
ifrecnoO-70<BEGIN

goto BEGIN+70
endif

» MORE THAN ONE FULL SCREEN DOWN? BACKUP 7«.
GOTORECNOO-70

* START DISPLAY AT POSITION
r=4

C=l

LOOP

* LESS THAN ONE SCREEN OF POLLUTANTS AVAILABLE?
case END-BEGIN<70

goto BEGIN
r=4

c=l

loop
endcase

endcase

pol=val(pol)
* IF INPUT NUMBER IS ACCEPTABLE

if P0L>=1.AND.P0L<=RECC0UNT()
GOTO POL

h=&Z
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* reset Z's if string search previously chosen,
* disable if not chosen: string search for author,
* or reference in marii.prg

store .f. to dat,author,ief
domarlc && store string inputs to variables
return

endif

@ 22.67 clear to 23.78
R=4

C=l

ENDDO

*Endorifpol

* IFREF •

PRCX:EDURE IFREF

•// IFREF; lists REFERENCES conUined in reflist-dbf
store '   ' to xq
store .t. to ref

USEREFUST
GOTO TOP

set talk off

set echo off

STORE 3 TO R
STORE 1 TO C

public refer
DO WHILE .T.

@ 1.0 CLEAR to 23.79
set color to c&bkwh

@ 1.1 clear to 22.78
set color to &bwhbk

@O.0 to 22,79
@ 2,1 JO 2.78 double
set color to &ylwh
@ 1.1 clear to 1,78
@ 1,10 say' Journal'
DO WHILE .NOT. EOF()

refer=TRIM(JOURNAL)
» DISPLAY JOURNAL IN STATUS BAR

set color to &bkwh

@ R,C SAY LTRlMCS'l-RCRECNOO))
set color to &bkwh

@ rowQ.colO say ': '+refer
R=R+1

SKIP

if recnoO<reccountO
IFR>=20
set color to &flashblwh

@ 20.65 say chK218)
@ 20.66 to 20,78
@21.65saychr(179)
set color to &bkwh

@ 21.67 say" MORE..."+RET
set color to

EXIT

ENDIF

endif

ENDDO

set color to &bkwh

@ 24,0 clear to 24.79
set color to &flashblwh

@ 24.0 say clir(16)
set color to &ylwh

@ 24.1 say 'Enter the number oi the REFERENCE of kMRM:
set color to &bkwh

DO READHELP Wrra 9.XQ.24.48
do case

case val(xq)>reccountO
store 'Up* to xq

case xq='Help'
store 'REF' to helpfiom
y=recnoO
do epahelp
case xq="Up"

goto 1
r=4

C=l

LOOP

case xq=''
pass=pass-l
return

endcase

xq=VAL(xq)
ifxq>=l.AND.xq<=RECCOUNT0
GOTOxq
@ 24.1 CLEAR TO 24,78
@ 0,0 CLEAR to 23.79
z=trim(joumal)
z=stuff(i,l,0."'")
z=stuff(z,len(z)+l,l."")

ttcaiMMt*
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do mark

return

ELSE

@ 22.67 clear to 23,78
R=3

C=l

endif

ENDDO
*end oflfref

* IFMAT •
t***********************************************************

PROCEDURE IFMAT

*// Ifmat; lists source type contained in niatlist.dbf
store .f. to blank

set typeahead to 2
USEMatlist

GOTO TOP
set echo off

STORE 3 TO R

STORE 1 TO C
set color to &bkwh

@ 0.0 CLEAR 10 24.79
@ 0.0 to 22.79
@ 2.1 to 2.78 double
set color to &bkwh

@ 1.1 clearto 1.78
set color to &bkwh

@ 1.10 say • Source Material'
DO WHILE .T.

set color to &bkwh

@ 3,1 clear to 21.78
if recnoO o 1
set color to &ylwh
@ 3.70 say chr(24)+* PgUp •+d>i<24)
set color to &bkwh
endif

DO WHILE .NOT. EOFO
refei^TRIM(MATERIAL)
* DISPLAY Source types IN STATUS BAR

set color to &ylwh
@ R.C SAY LTRIM(STR(RECNO0))
SET COLOR TO &bkwh

@ R,3 SAY •: *+refer

R=R+1

SiGP

if recnoOcreccountO
IFR>=22

set cdor to &ylwh
@ 21.70 say dii<25)+' PgDn •+chr(25)
setcdorto&bkwh
EXIT

ENDIF

endif
ENDDO

set color to &bkwh.,&bkwh
@ 23.0 clear to 24.79
@ 23,2 say 'Enter the number of the Souice Material of inteteit:    then piess'-t-ret
store'   'tox

���lielp loop
DO WHILE .t.

@ tow045 get X picture '9999*
read

IFREADKEYO=0
call savescrwith 'si'

DO HELP WITH 5
call savescrwilh'rl'

LOOP
ENDIF

exit

enddo

***end help loop
do case

caseTeadkeyO=16
store .L to blank

pass=pass-l
return

case readkey0=272
case val(x)>reccount0.or.readkey()=2

golol
r=3

c=l

loop
case readkey0=6
ifiecnoO-38<l

gotol
else

goto recnoO-38
endif

c=l
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r=3

loop
case readkeyO=7
if recno()>=reccoimtO

goto 1
endif

r=3

c=l

loop
case x='   '

store .t. to Uank

pass=pass-l
return

endcase

goto val(x)
* reset from string search for »ulO»ne/UUfir ntarcMW

store .f. to dat,author,ref
do mark

return

ENDDO

return

*end aflfmat

• HELPSCRN *

PROCEDURE HELPSCRN

*// helpscrn
@O,0 clear to 24,79
set color to &bkwh

@ O.IS say -EXPLANATION OF PARAMETERS THAT MAY BB SSARCHBD'
set color to &bkwh

@ 2,1 say 'GROUP:'
@ 5.1 say "CATEGORY:"
@ 8.1 say 'MATERUL:'
@ 11,1 say 'POLLUTANT:'
@ 14,1 say "AUTHOR:"
@ 17,1 say 'JOURNAL or DATE:'
set color to &bkwh

@ 3,1 say 'Major classes of sources, including stracture, water, chemical sources, etc.'
@ 6,1 say "A broader grouping of sources, such as textiles, wood products, etc"
@ 9,1 say 'Individual sources; carpet, stoves, etc. (not necessarily physical materials)'
@ 12,1 say 'Individual pollutants having source materials listed in the database'
@ 15,1 say 'Authorof an article used in the database.'
@ 18,1 say 'Publishing journal and published date of articles included in the database.'
set color to &bkwh

@ 1,0 to 23,79 double
SET COLOR TO &bkwh

@ 24,0 clear lo 24.79
@ 24.20 SAY ' Press any key lo
@ 23.21 say "
wail"

retum

*End oflielpscrn

• INSTRUCT •

PROCEDURE INSTRUCT
set color to &bk wh

@ 19,0 clear to 23,79
@ 19.0 to 23.79 double

@ 19.50 say chr(203)
@ 20,50 to 22,50 double
@ 23,50 say chr(202)
@ 19,16 say "< >"
@ 19.18 say 'Program Options'
RETURN

*End oflnstruct

• KEYUP *

PROCEDURE KEYUP
close databases

select a

use poUl
select b

use sample index samp_no
select c

use cond index cond_no
select d

use source index source_no
select e

use biblio index biblio_no
select a

set relation to samp_no into b
select b

set relation to cond no into c
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select c

set relation to source_no into d
select d

set relation to lnblio_no into e
RETURN

*End ofKeyup

tmm********************************************************

* KEYUP2 •

PROCEDURE KEYUP2
CLOSE aU

SELECT 1

USE POLLl

SELECT 2

USE SOURCE INDEX SOURCE_NO
SELECTl

SET RELATION TO SOURCE_NO INTO SOURCE
RETURN

*End ofl(eyup2

* LINK •

PROCEDURE LINK

*//LINK -> Displays bibliography of each found biblio
* reference that matched the search criteria

******

PUBUC HRSTIME.wtite
write=.L

call cuisoff

if len(xstr)=0
return to master

endif

* INITIALIZE VARIABLES AND SET UP ENVIRONMENT
close databases

CLOSE ALL
ctr=l

SET SCOREBOARD OFF
SET STATUS OFF

�SET PROCEDURE TO DISPHIOC
PUBUC LPjiumber
set color to &blcwh

clear

set typeahead to 20
USE BIBUO

* DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF RECORDS IN THE STRING
* IMPORTED FROM THE SEARCH MODULE
store INT(len(xstr)/4) to length
store 0 to counter

scmcnt=l
set color to &rdwh

@ 11,21 say chr(24)
@ 13.21 say chr(25)
@ 15,21 say 'Q'
@ 17,20 say ' F2'
set color to &bwhbl

@ 19,20 say "FIO"
set color to &bkwh

@ 11,24 say 'Previous matching article'
@ 13,24 say 'Next matching article'
@ 15,24 say 'Quit to main menu'
@ 17,24 say 'Abstract for this article'
@ 19,24 say 'Data for this article'

** Save the instruction bar
call savescr with 'si*

do while .not. eofQ
call savescr with 'rl'

* LOCATE RECORD IN "XSTR" AND DISPLAY
set color to &bkwh

if counter<=length  &&->length= # records
store (val(substr<xstr,counter*4+l,3))) to point
if point>0
goto point
else

clear

return to master

endif

else

caUbeU with'2,3000*
counters 1

loop
endif

STORE RECNOO TO Rjawnlwr
do case

case scmcnt<l

scmcnt=l

case scmcnt>length
scmcnt=length

endcase
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set color to &bkwh

�DISPLAY BIBLIOGRAPliY IN FORMATTED MANNER
do bibdisp
@ 9,0 clear to 9,79
@ 9,15 say ltrim(stKscnicnt))4-* ol ͣ+ltriin(str(length))+' Articles matching learch criteria.'

CH=0

do while ch=0
do while ch=0

ch=inkeyO
enddo

ifch=35

ch=0

do help with 8
endif

enddo

* INDEX POINTER IN DATABASE ACCmtlHNG TO AMIOW KEYS
set memowidlh to 75

DO WHILE .T.

set color to &bkwh

ifch=72.or.ch=68

store .t. to hlp3
do helptxt
loop

endif

DO CASE

case ch=-l

set color to &bkwh

clear

disp off abstract
wait

exit

case ch=S      &&->up arrow
IFCOUNTER=0

CALL BELL WITH "2.5000"
set color to &bk wh

counter=l

scmcnt=l

LOOP

ELSE

C0UNTER=C0UNTER-1
scmail=scmcnt-l

EXIT

©IDIF
CASE ch=24 && *****-> ON ARROW

IF C0UNTER<LI';NG TH-1

counter=counter+1

scmcnt=scnicnt+1

EXIT

ELSE

CALL BELL WITH "2.5000"
set c<dor to &bkwh

countet=counter-2

LOOP

ENDIF

LOOP

CASE ch=-9.or.CH=13  && ��»•�-> FIO or ENTER KEY
set color to &bkwh

@ 8,0 clear to 24,79
* DISPLAY THE DATA ASSOCIATED WITH THE RECCNtD
* POINTED TO

do keyup2
public more
more=.f.

firstime=.t.
wiite=.t

do datadisp
exit

case chr(ch) $ 'Qq'
close databases

store .f . to hip
retum to master

OTHERWISE

EXIT

ENDCASE

ENDDO

ENDDO

•End of link

* LOGIC *

PROCEDURE LOGIC

*// LOGICprg:   Assigns the default boolean operators
* Displays the logical relationships
* Allows user to initiate other rel's.

* CALLED FROM MAKESTRG, EPFILTER
store i. to reenter

set color to &bkwh

@ 4,17 clear to 16,77
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* STORE LABELS OF SEARCH AREAS TO TEMP. VARIABLES
a=hl

b=h2

c=h3

*******************************************************

* CHANGE POSITION OF VARUBLES SO THAT VARIABLES IN THE
* SAME DATABASE ARE GROUPED AS THE 2ND AND 3RD VARIABLES
do case

* if A = B, BUT NOT C, exchange A and C

CASE A=B.AND.A o C.and.C o ''
*•EXCHANGE LABELS

HOLD=A

A=C

C=HOLD

�• EXCHANGE FIELDS
H0LD=R1

R1=R3

R3=HOLD

*» EXCHANGE SEARCH STRINGS
H0LD=Z1

Z1=Z3

Z3=H0LD

* if A = C BUT NOT B, exchange A and b
CASE A=C.AND.A <> B

HOLD=A

A=B

B=HOLD

H0LD=R1

R1=R2

R2=HOLD

H0LD=Z1

Z1=Z2

Z2=H0LD

ENDCASE

*** determire default values for Boolean operators
*** or, if user assigned, use user values (R or L)
*� IFC IS BLANK, 2ND BOOLEAN OPERATOR MUST BE BLANK TOO
ifC="

bool2=''

»* IF B IS BLANK, 1ST BOOLEAN OPERATOR MUST ALSO BE BLANK
if B=' ͣ

lxx)U=' •

•• IF NEITHER ARE BLANK...
else

ifA=B.and.bracketo'N'
BOOLl='OR •

EVBOOLl='.or.'

else

bodl='AND'

EVBOOLl='.and.'

endif

endif

else

ifB=C  &&.and.bracketO*N*
bool2=*OR •

EVBOOL2=:'.or."

else
bool2='AND'

EVBOOL2='.and.*

endif

if A=B &&.and.bracicet o 'N'
booll="OR'

EVBOOLl='.or.*

else

booll='AND*

EVBOOLl='.and.*

endif

endif

* Determine bracliet positions
do case

•DEFAULT BRACKET POSITIONS

case (BOOL2='OR •.AND.BOOLl='AND')
bracket='R'

case (BOOL2='AND'.AND.BOOLl=*OR')
BRACKET='L'

case(BOOLl=BOOL2)
BRACKET=*N'

�IF USER DECIDES NOT TO USB DEFAULT BRACKET POSITIONS
case bracket='RR'
brackel='R'

case bracket='LL'
bracket='L'

case bracket='NN'
bracket='N'

endcase

set color to &bkwh

@ 19,52 to 19,77 double
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set color to &bkwh

***Clear old brackets (whether It aeeds K or wtt)
if noshow

@ 14,32 clearto 14,60
@ 16,32 clearto 16,60
@ 15,43 say ''
@ 15,58 say • *
@ 15,47 say "
��•Draw new brackets
SET COLOR TO &bkwh
do case

case bracket='N'

case bracket='L'

@ 14,32 say bracktop
@ 16,32 say brackbot
@ 15,32 say chr(179)
@ 15,47 say chr(179)
case biacket='R'

@ 14,43 say bracktop
@ 16,43 say brackbot
@ 15,43 say chr(179)
@ 15,58 say chr(179)
endcase

�*� Draw A,B,C Labels, and I
SET COLOR TO &bkwh
if booU <> ''

@ 15,33 say ͣ A •
endif

ifBo"

@ 15,44SAY'B'
endif

ifCo"

@ 15.55 SAY • C ͣ
endif

set color to &bkwh

@ 15,39 SAY BOOLl
@ 15,50 SAY BOOL2
endif

hl=a

h2=b

h3=c

letum

�End of logic

• LOGIC2 �

PROCEDURE LOGIC2

*// LOGIC2   Determines relationships between entries.
* determines which dbPs to search

� assigns number ofsearch passes to'dblook'
� called from epfllter
DO CASE    && which dbf does Zl belong 7

caseZl="AUTHORS".OR.Zl="TrrLE".OR.;
Zl="DATE".ORai="REFER"
STORE •BIBUO* TO DBFl &&,DBF

case Z1="GROUP".OR.Z1='MATERIAL'.OR. Zl^'CATBGCRY*
STORE 'SOURCE' TO DBFl &&,DBF

caseZl="POLLUTANT'
STORE'POLLl'TO DBFl &&.DBF

ENDCASE

DO CASE    && which dbf does Z2 belong 7
case Z2="AUTHORS".OR.Z2="TITLE".OR.;

Z2="DATE".OR.Z2="REFER"

STORE 'BIBUO' TO DBF2 &&,DBF
case Z2="GROUP".OR.Z2='MATERIAL'.OR. Z2«'CATB0(MIY*

STORE 'SOURCE' TO DBF2 &&.DBF
caseZ2="P0LLUTANr

STORE 'POLLl' TO DBF2 &&,DBF
case z2=' '

store '' TO DBF2

ENDCASE

DO CASE    && which dbf does Z3 belong 7
case Z3=" AUTHORS" .OR.Z3="TITLE".OR.;

Z3="DATE".ORa3="REFER"
STORE 'BIBUO' TO DBF3 &&,DBF

case Z3="GROUP".ORa3='MATERL\L'.OR. Z3«'CATBG(XIY'
STORE 'SOURCE' TO DBF3 &&,DBF

caseZ3="POLLUTANT'

STORE 'POLLl' TO DBF3 &&.DBF
case z3=' '

store •' TO DBF3

ENDCASE

�DETERMINE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CHOSEN DBF'S
STORE .F. TO ENTl_DBl.ENT2_DB2,ENT2_DBl.ENT3_DBl.ENT3_l»23Nn_DB3
DO CASE

CASE BOOLl=''

STORE .T. TO ENT1_DB1
CASE BOOLl o ͣ '.AND.BOOL2=*'

do case
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case dbf 1 o dbf2

store .t. to ENT2_DB2
case dbf l=dbf2

store .t. to ENT2_DB1
endcase

CASE BOOLl o • •.AND.BOOL2 o' '
do case

case dbf 1 o dbf2 .and. dbf2 <> dbfS

store .t. to ENT3_DB3
case (dbfl <> dbf2 .and. dbf2=dbf3).or.(dbfl=dbf2.and.dbf2 o dbf3)

store .t. to ENT3_DB2
case dbf l=dbf2 .and. dbf2=dbf3

store .t. to ENT3_DB1
endcase

ENDCASE

return to master

*Endoflogic2

*************** 4i*4i*************«*4i***4i*4i********************

* MAINMENU •

PROCEDURE MAINMENU

�// MAINMENU   DISPLAY MAIN MENU
set color to &bkwh

do while .t.

***Do not reset these if user is correcting an entry
store'' tobooll,bool2,bool3,rl,r2,r3,zl,z2,z3,hl^2Ji3
• WRITE MENU TO SCREEN
CLEAR

set color to &blcwh

@ 3^8 say' dMAPS MAIN MENU '
set color to &blcwh

@ 6,7 to 8,70
set color to &bkwh

set color to &bwhbl

@7,8SAY'   Quit     Sean*(fata     Enterdau     Utilidei   '
set color to &bkwh

@ 7,20 say"
@ 7,36 say "
@ 7,53 say"
set color to &bwhbl

@ 7,12 say'Q'
@ 7,23 say "S"
@ 7,40 say "E"
@ 7,57 say "U"

� DISPLAY SCREEN MENU HELP INFORMATION FOR FIRST MENU

pass=l
set ccdor to &bkwh

@ 20,0 clear to 20,79
@ 20,15 SAY 'Type the first letter d an q>pn>priate menu item.'
set ccdor to &bkwh

set c(dor to &bkwh

@ 12.16 SAY '<Q> = Quit DMAPS. return to DOS'
@ 13.16 say *<S> = Begin a search of DMAPS'
@ 14,16 say '<£> = Add information to DMAPS'
@ 15.16 say '<U> = Utilities menu (Printer set-up, colors, etc.)'
set color to &bkwh

@ 0.0 say "
call savescr with "SS"

• WAIT FOR USER INPUT FROM MENU
• AND DISPLAY HELP MESSAGE IF TIME EXCEHM 5 %COND8
SETTYPEAHEADTO20
i=0

do while i=0
do while i=0

i=inkeyO
enddo

ifi=35
i=0

do help with 8
endif

enddo

pick=chr(i)

• DRAW BOX FOR MESSAGE IF NON-WORKING FEATURE OR "QUTT"
ifpickS'SsQqeEuU'

• NO OTHER OPTIONS WORKING
else

@ 10.14 clear to 23.68
@ 11.18 to 16.58
ifpickS'Bb'

@ 12.24 say 'This feature not available'
else

@ 12.24 say 'Not an appropriate keypress.'
endif

@ 15,20 say 'press a correct letter to choose.'
@ 14.20 say 'Press any key to continue, then'
wait"

endif
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* DIRECT PROGRAM PATH UPON USER INPUT
do case

case picks'Qq'
clearaU

close all

quit

casepdcS'Hh*
@ 10,20 say 'Help function not available'
@ 11,20 say'Press any key to continue...'
set color to &bkwh
wait"

case pickS'Ss'
doPASSMENU

set typeahead to 0
case pickS'Ee'

do enter

set color lo &bkwh

case pdcS'Uu'
do utility

otherwise

loop
endcase

enddo

*Endofmainmenu

* MAKESTRG •

PROCEDURE MAKESTRG

*//MAKESTRG: assigns strings to incorporate into actual
* search strings, assembles search strings
* and assigns them to the memvar "evaluation"
»

* called from epastart
store '' to evbooll,evbool2
* DETERMINE BOOLEAN OPERATORS MOST LIKELY, GIVEN ENTRIES
do LOGIC

•DETERMINE HOW MANY SELECTIONS HAVE BEEN ENTERED
set typeahead to 0
IF evbool2 <> " &&if aU 3, bool2 wiU not be blank

STORE'S'to key
ELSE

IF evbooll o ''      &&ii A&B. bocdl ii net blank
STORE "2" to key

ELSE

STORE " I" to key  &&if A oidy. booll is Uank
ENDIF

ENDIF

* DISPLAY USER SELECTIOIiffi
@ 0,0 CLEAR TO 2,79
.@ 0,0 dear to 18,15
set cdor to &bkwh

@ 2,16 clear to 2,78
@ 2.18 say "LOGIC DISPLAY SCREEN"

DO CASE

CASEkey='l'
@ 4,17 clear to 12,77

set color to &bkwh

@ 5,18 say' A '
set color to &bkwh

@ 5,22 say zl+" = "+rl
CASEKEY='2'

@ 4,17 clear to 12,77
set color to &bkwh

@ 5,18 say • A •
@ 7,18 say • B '
set color to &bkwh

@ 5.22 say zl+"="+rl
@ 7,22 say 22+" = "+r2

CASE KEY='3'

@ 4.17 clear to 12.77
set color to &bkwh

@ 5,18 say • A •
@7. ISsay'B"
@ 9,18 say ' C •
set color to &bkwh

@ 5.22 say zl+" = "+rl
@7,22sayz2+" = "+r2
@ 9,22 say z3+" = "+r3

ENDCASE

• CREATE SEARCH STRINGS
do case

case entl_dbl.or.ent2_dbl.or.ent3jJbl
do case

case entl_dbl
STORE "&zl='ARr-TO BVALUATBl
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caseent2_dbl
STORE "&zl='&Rr&EVBOOLl&z2='&R2"' TO EVALUATE!

otherwise

STORE "&zl='&Rr&EVBOOLl&z2='&R2"' TO PARTI
STORE "&PARTl&EVBOOL2&z3='&R3'" TO EVALUATEl

endcase

case ent3_db2.or.ent2_db2
ifent3_db2

ifdbf2=db£3

STORE "&z3='&R3*&EVBOOL2&z2='&R2*" TO EVALUATE2
STORE "&zl='&Rr"'10 EVALUATEl

dlrf2=dbf3

else

temp=dbf3
dbf3=dbfl

dbfl=temp
store "&zl='&Rr&evboall&z2='&t2" toevatiMie2
store "&z3='&r3"'to evaluatel

endif

else

STORE "&zl='&Rr" TO EVALUATEl

STORE "&z2='&R2*" TO EVALUATE2

endif

case eitt3_db3
STORE "&zl='&Rr" TO EVALUATEl
STORE "&z2='&R2"" TO EVALUATE2

STORE "&z3='&R3"' TO EVALUATE3

endcase

store .f. to dosearch

• *******4i**#4i**«***********«4i4i*4i*********************

* ALLOW USER TO ALTER DEFAULT SETTINGS AND ENTRIES
if .not. dosearch

set color to &rdwh

@ 20,2 clear to 22,49
@ 20,51 clear to 22,78
@ 21,10 say "Are selectioni oonect? (Y/N)'
@ 22,10 say"
set color to &whwh

wait" to X

set color to &bkwh

@ 2.16 clear to 2,79
do case

case X $ 'Yy'
store .t. to dosearch

case X $ 'Nn'

set typeahead to 20
* BRANCH TO ALTERATION PROGRAM

do epalter
set typeahead to 0

endcase

endif

� CONTINUE W USER PICKED "Y" ABOVE
if dosearch

set ccdor to &bkwh

@ 21.1 clear to 21,49
@ 20.51 say 'PLEASE WAIT, program active'

• BRANCH TO PROGRAM TO DISPLAY AND TIME THE SEARCHES
DO TIMER

set typeahead to 20
return

endif

» END OF MAKESTRG.PRG

• MARK »

PROCEDURE MARK

•*mark

*called from "ITs"

if blank

retum

endif

pubUc string
do case

case author

slting="&z"
P="&Z"

Z="AUTHORS"

case ref

string="REFHl"
casesubstr(z,2,l)$'l'

stiing=z
case dat

z="DATE"

string=dateyear
otherwise

STRlNG=lower(TRIM(&Z)) && Z=fieM name from PASSMENU
endcase

do case

case pass=l
H l=lowei(P) && P=string to search for
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Rl=stiing
Z1=Z

case pass=2
H2=lower(P)
R2=string
Z2=Z

case pass=3
H3=lowei<P)
R3=string
Z3=Z

endcase

retuni

*Endofmark

* MONOBAR �

PROCEDURE MONOBAR

parameters frow,lrow,records,beginiiing,stait
store frow+l to frow.row
lrow=lrow+l

barpoint=l
set typeahead to 5
chosen=.f.

store 'chr(row)+chr(ccdHciii<iii>Klu(widB>Kfai<oalar}' to fill
load cfill

set index to

goto recnoO-records
store recnoO to rec
store" tostmg
store 0 to i

store 11 to col

store 1 to hi

store 57 to wide

store 31 to color

do while .t.

call cfiU with &fill

point=.t.
do while point

point=.f.
1=0

do while i=0

do while i=0

i=inkey()
enddo

if i=35

i=0

do help «^ 8
endif

enddo

enddo

colot=n3

do case

caseins &&iip
if row>frow

call cfiU with &fill
rec=rec-l

bafpoint=barpoint-1
color=31 &&WHITE/BLUE

ROW=ROW-l

else

row=row+l

call cfill with &fill

row=row-l

color=31

endif

casei=24 &&->Dn
if row<lrow-l

.call cfill with &fill

row=row+l

rec=rec+l

coloF=31        &&WHnS/BLUB
baipaint=baipoint+1

endif

case i=3   &&PGDN
more=.f.

y=pollutant
write=.t.

if recnoO+records<=TeccountO
skip records

else

GOTO BOTTOM
endif

records=0

frow=frow-l

return

case i=18.or.i=l AA <PGUP or Home)
write=.t.

goto stait
rowl=lrow-2

records=0

XXXIV
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frow=frow-l

page=l
return

casei=-9.or.i=13 &&F10 or Enter
clear

do redind

DO datadisp
casei=113.or.i=81 &&Qq

close all

return to master

casei=114.orJ=82 &&Rr
write=.f.

store .t. to more

return

endcase

i=0

enddo

RETURN

*End Monobar

* PASSMENU •

PROCEDURE PASSMENU

*// passmen u
*displays messages at top of screen, depending
*on which pass through the choice menu the
* user is in.

* called from mainmenu

Set color to &bkwh

set talk off

do while .t.

do bar

if pass o 4
set color to &bkwh

@ 24,0 clear to 24,79
endif

set color to &bkwh

if reentry
STORE .F. TO REENTRY

@ 5.18 clear to 10,77
@ 5,18 say ' Re-enter the new or inconed icvcli criteria...'
@ 6.18 SAY ' IFIO] FOR NO CHANGE*

else

@ 5.18 clear to 10.77

do case

case pass=l
set color to &bkwh

@ 5,18 say 'Begin a search by typing the first letter'
@ 6,18 say 'of a search parameter item listed at left...'
set color to &bkwh

@ 8,18 say 'The top four selections search for data items, while the'
@ 9,18 say 'bottom three selections search bibliographic information.'
@ 11,18 say 'You may make up to three simultaneous search selections, and*
@ 12,18 say 'you may select from both groups concurrently.'

case pass=2
SET COLOR TO Abkwh

@ 5,18 clear to 10,77
@ 5,18 say 'Choose a second search parameter or press [FIO] to'
@ 6,18 say 'approve and find the selection listed below...'

case pass=3
set color to &bkwh

@ 5,18 clear to 10,77
@ 5,18 say 'Choose a third search parameter or press [FIO] to'
@ 6,18 say 'approve and find the selections listed below...'

case pass=4.or.reentiy
set color to &bkwh

endcase

endif

if pass>l
if pass=4
set ccdor to &bkwh

@ 3,1 dear to 17,15
@ 5,18 clear to 10,77
@ 5,18 say 'Only three selections are allowed.'
@ 7,18 say 'Press [FIO] to find or alter the selections made...'
endif

set color to &bwhbl

@ 22,2 say ' FIO'
set color to &bkwh

@ 22,8 say ' Search DaUhtie'
.endif
@ 0,1 say "
set color to &bkwh

wait" tox

set typeahead to 0
set bell off

set color to &bkwh

x=upper(x)
do case

case x$'Rr'.and.pass=l
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set typeahead to 20
return

CASE xS'hH"
DO HELPSCRN

loop
case asc(x)=247 &&[F10]

if pass=l
•@ 10,0 dear to 10,79
*@ 10,10 say '

loop
endif

casex$"GCMPAJD"
otherwise

do help with 6
if pass<=l

loop
endif

endcase

do ROUTING       &&n)at«facootiiiiigto
enddo

if reentry
store .f. to temp
return

else

wait

endif

return

�»»»»»>»»»»
PROCEDURE recfind

flag=l
do while flag<barpoint

pl=pollutant
do while pollutant=pl

skip
enddo

flag=flag-l'l
enddo

public ptcl
store lecnoQ to PTCl
do summary
return

PROCEDURE ROUTING

�// routing

Mledioa

* do case routine for main menu screen
••

• Z=nELD NAME

• P=SCREEN LABEL

• R=STRING TO CHECK Z FOR (ASSIGNED IN EPIF???f RG'S)
*

* called from passmenu
PUBUC blank

do while .L

IF asc(x)=247.0R.X$"HPGMCADr
do case

case asc(x)=247  &&->"F10"
do epfilter

case x='H'

@ 10^0 say 'Help not available'
@ 11^0 say 'Press any key to continue...'
store .t. to na

pass=pass-l
ifpass=0

pass=l
endif

case x='P'

* PROMPT USER FOR FIRST LETTEatS (^POLLUTANT

do epflet
** (typeahead=0)
*store name of menu list dbf to db

db='POLUST'

store .f. to na

'store appropriate field name in DB
Z='POLLUTANT' && FIELD NAME

*store screen label to variable P

P='PoUutant:'

*access program to display DB (menu)
do ifpol
if nochange
store .f. to blank

endif

case x='G'

db='grplist'
store .f. to na

Z='GROUP'

p='Group Sources:'
do if grp        && does indiv groupt.

case x='M'

db='matliil'
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store .f. to na

Z='MATERML*

p='Source MATERIAL:'
do ifmat &.&. does indiv src mats.

c«se x='C'
db='catlist'

Z=*CATEGORY'

p='Source Category:'
doifcat && does f-mater. dMMi

ai»ex='A'
Z='AUTHORS*

P='Authors):'
do ifauth

store .f. to na

case x='D'
Z='DATE*

P='Publication Date:'

do ifdate

store .f. to na

case x='J'

@ 4,18 clear to 16.77
@ 6,18 say "This feature not yet operational"
@ 8,18 say 'Press any key to continue...*
wait"

return

* db='reflist'

* Z='REFER'

* P='Joumal Name:'
* do ifref

ͣ*      store .f. to na
endcase
else

pass=pass-l
endif

pass^pass+l
return

enddo

*End of routing

* SEARCH �

PROCEDURESEARCH

settypeaheadtoO
store evaluate 1 to evaluation

store dbf 1 to dbf

store 1 to dbpass
• PERFORM SEARCH WITH NON-MASTER STRINGS

DOWfflLE.T.

*if the present search is for Items rrom the source.dbr
*then turn on the recmemory to store the found records
*ln a string named bigstr. This string is used to appiy
*the "flag" to the poilutantycondition display for pollutants
*that are associated with a chosen group,category, or material
*that is not listed on that screen

ifdbf="SOURCE"

recmemory=.t.
else

recmemory=.f.
endif

set color to &bkwh

@ 22,51 say'
use &dbf

evaluation=upper(evaluation)
store 0 to location,c
store ltrim(sti(int(reccountO))) to frac
• IF BIBLIO IS PRESENT DBF, CONDUCT STRING SEARCH

if dbf="BIBUO".and.z='AUTHORS'

locate for stting$authors
store .f. to author

else

• OTHERWISE SEARCH FOR ASSEMBLES NON-MASTER STRING
locate for (&evaluation)
endif

• DISPLAY LOCATION OF PROGRAM ON SCREEN AND APPEND VARIABLE

» XSTR WITH EACH FOUND RECORD'S BIBLIO_NO
public bigstr,bigstr2,bigstr3,bigstr4
STORE •' TO BIGSTR.bigsti2.bigstr3
STORE-1 TO OLD

set color to &rdwh

@ 21,1 clear to 21,49
set color to &bkwh

do while foundQ
c=c+l

callbeU with "1,10000"
@ 21,51 say 'Possible match '+ltrim(str<c))+' at:'
@ 22,51 say ltrim(str(recno()))+' of '+frac
store bibliojio to x
store sir<recno()) to Y

*NOTE: each 'iP statement below allows 40 finds,

'therefore these three will allow only 120 matches
'before an error statement
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if recmemory.and. len(bigstr)<=240 &&(dbf=source)
STORE stuff(bigslr4en(bigstr)+l,0,(substr(y.6))-',') TO Wgstr

endif

if len(bigstr)>240.and.len(bigsli2)<=240.and.recmemory
STORE siuff(bigstr24en(bigstr2)+l,0,(substr(y,6))-',') TO bigsti2

endif

if Ien(bigstr2)>240.and.len(bigstr3)<=240.and.recinemoiy
STORE stuff(bigstr34en(bigstr3)+l,0.(substr(y,6))-',')TO bigstr3

endif

* MAKE STRING OF BIBLIOGRAPHY NUMBERS THAT MATCH,(wAt i
IFXoOLD

STORE stuff(xstr4en(xstr)+1.0.(substr(str(ii).8))-'.*) TO XSTR
STORE X TO OLD

ENDIF

'Eliminate biblio_no from further searches. This prevents duplicate
'bibliography numbers from being added to the evaluation string XSTR
IF .NOT. RECMEMORY

do while biblio_no=x.and.foundO
continue

enddo

ELSE

CONTINUE

ENDIF

enddo

�DETERMINE HOW MANY MATCHES FOUND
PUBUC MATCHED

*ifsubstr(xstr,l,4)=' 0,'
* xstr=stufT(xstr,l,4,")
*endif

store len(xstr)/4 to matdied
* STORE ASSEMBLED NON-MASTER STRINGS IN VAKUBLE FOB DISPLAY
do case

* IF ONE DATABASE SEARCHED

case dblook=l

store xstr to limeil

set typeahead to 20
return

* IF TWO DATABASES SEARCHED

case dblook=2

do case

case dbpass=l
store xstr to timerl

* ALLOW FOR UNUSUAL ORDER OF ENTRY BY USES
if dbf2=dbfl.and.dbf3 <> "

store dbf3 to dbf

else

store dbf2 to dbf

endif

store evaluate2 to evaluation

case dbpass=2
store xstr to timer2

set typealiead to 20
return

endcase

• IF THREE DATABASES SEARCHED

case dbloolc=3

do case

case dbpass=l
*store results of search to timer, var

store xstr to timerl

*prep dbf for next database
store dbf2 to dbf

*prep evaluation string for second search
store evaluate2 to evaluation

• SAME COMMENTS BELOW AS IN DBPASS=1 CASE

case dbpass=2
store xstr to timer2

store dbO to dbf

store evaluates to evalnaiioil

case dbpass=3
store xstr to timer3

settypeahead to 20
return

endcase

endcase

• INCREMENT PASS COUNTER

dbpasssdbpass-f 1
• BLANK XSTR IN PREPERATION OF NEXT NON-MASTER STRING SEARCH
store " to xstr

enddo

set typeahead to 20
*End ofof search

• SUMMARY �

procedure summary
STORE .F. TO BOTT,DONTPRNT
store .L to once

set color to &bl(wh

clear

frow=5
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• • •

lniwal9 @5.42torw-1.42
D0KBYUP2 records=cir

select 1   &&->poUI
gotoptcl  A&oiniuilizedinrccfind
do while X •usa- Instructions go here
IFDONTHKNT set color to Ardwh
ELSE @ 23.1 SAY'FlO*
SET COLOR TO Af*wb @22.1sly,F9,
CLEAR

set color to &bwhbl

@ 1,0 siy '<« PoUutinl='+lfim(pol]uUnl>f* >»•
SET COLOR TO &blwh

@ 3.0 clear to 3,79
@3,0s(y"Rec# Muerial Meuuted Emission
@4fluy"
set heading off
set color to &blwh

CIR=0

p2=polluunt
b2=biblio_no
store recnoQ to toprcc.OLDTOPREC
DO WHILE polluunt=p2.AND. CrR<15.

store iub$ii(tti(rea>o0)A10)+" "+;
substr(source->maierial,l ^5)+;
substKtt^meajurcmnO.l.lOH' •+uni^+,    '+;
sabstf(touice->group>1.10) to line

@ rowQ+1,0 sty line
CTR=CrR+l

SKIP

ENDDO

*dnw box according to how many pollutants displayed
set color to &blwh

store rowQ+l to rw
@ iw,0ton«f.79
@rw.42saychi(193)
@iw,6saychr(193)
@iw,0saychr(l92)
@iw.79iaychr(217)
@ 4,0 to 4,79
@4.0saychr(218)
@ 4.79 say chK191)
@5.0toiw-1.0
@5.79torw-1.79
@ 4.42 say dir(194)
@4,6saychr(194)
@ 5,6torw-l,6

Groiqj"

@ 24.1 say" R"
set color to &bkwh

@2Uto21.77
©23,7 say 'view only data for material similar to highlighted material'
@ 22.7 say 'view data for all materials, starting at highlight*
@ 24,7 say 'Return to previous screen'
endif

set color to &bkwh

ifrecno0>PTCl+15
set color to Aylwh
@ 5,73 My chr(24H"PgUp"+chi(24)
set color to Abkwh

endif

ifpoUutant=p2
set color to Aylwh
@ 19,73 say dit(25)+"PgDn"+chr(25)
set color to &bkwh

endif
set color to &bkwh

i=0

do summbar with rw+1 ,ioprcc.i
do while i=0

do while i=0

lEinkeyO
enddo

ifi=35

1=0

do help with S
endif

enddo

•pages around in summary screen*
do case

catcisI13.or.is81
close all

return to master

casei=l     &&IIOMB

gotoptcl
casei=6     &&END
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do while pollutant=p2
skip

enddo

*sklp -IS 10 last record is not at top of page
skip-lS
STORE .T. TO BOTT

do while pollutant o p2
skip

enddo

@ 19.0
case i= 18   &i&pgup

wait 'skipping up IS records*
skip -(15+(row0-6))
do while pollutant <>p2

skip
ENDdo

goto ptcl
casei=3   &&PGDN

ct=l

do while .not eof0.aiilpaiiuants^Ajiid.ct<9
ct=ct+l

skip
enddo

IFEOFO
GOTO BOTTOM

store .t. to lx>tt

ENDIF

DO WHILE polluunt o ^
SKIP-1

store .t. to bott

ENDDO

ct=0

**JliMp op 10 or top of polliitant, whichever 1st
do while pollutant=p2.and.a<10

skip-1
ct=ct+l

enddo

skip
case i=5.or.i=24

do summbar with rw-f 1 .toprec j
casei=82.or.i=114

write=.f.

call savescr with 'r2'

return

caie i«-9.or.i=-8 &&F 10 or F9
call savescr with 's3'

clear

public all
ifi=-8

store .t to all

else

store .f. to all

endif

do keyup
select 1

do detail

store .T. to once

gotoOLDTOPREC
loop

endcase

store recnoQ to toprec
enddo

return

*End ofSummary

» SUMMBAR *

PROCEDURE summbar

parameters lrow,rec,i
*inenu selection from pollutant/emission screen
barpoint=l
lrow=lrow-l

set typeahead to S
chosen=.f.

store 'chT<row>i-chr(c(d>»cliiOii)tdii(wide)«'Clii<calar)'tofi&
load cfill

set index to

store "tosimg
store 6 to frow

if dontpmt
store low to row

else

store 6 to row

endif

store 8 to col

store 1 to hi

store 3S to wide

*sets first bar to whtte/rcd
�cursor color

store 31 to color

XL
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PUBUC POINTER
do while .t.
call cfill with &fill
POINTER=REC
do case &&not used on fint pass from cdling pgm

case i=24
if row<lrow

rowcount=n>wooaiit+1
rcc=rec+l

pointer=rec
'normal color

color=113
i=0

endif

loop
casei=113.or.i=81   &&Qq

close all
retum to master

case i=5 &&-up
if row>frow

rec=rec-l

pointer=rec
color=113
i=0

else
endif

loop
endcase

set talk off
i=0
ct=0

if pointerotec
@ 20,50 say pointer
@20,COLO+1SAYREC
@ 21,0 say 'WARNING 11 Program error... dau may not match material ot reference'
endif

point=.t.
do while point

point=.f.
1=0

do while i=0
do while i=0

i=inkey()
enddo
ifi=35
i=0

do help with 1
endif

enddo
ifi=72.or.i=68

store .L to hlp5
do helptxt
point=.L
loop
endif

enddo
do case

casei=24 &&->Dn
i=0

if rowO<lrow
pointer=rec«-l

endif
if row<lrow

coloi=113
endif
call cfiU with &fill
row=row+l
rec=rec+l
colop=31        &&whiteonied

baipoint=barpoint+1
case i=S

.i=0
if rowO>frow

pointer=rec-l
endif
if row>frow

color=lI3
call cfill with &fill
rec=rec-l

baipoint=baipoint-1
*ciinor

colop=31
ROW=ROW-l

else
'normal color

color=113
caU cfill with &fill

*row=row-l
�cursor color
*color=12

endif

casei=113.or.i=81 &&Qq
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close all

return to master

casei=13

leium

casei=114.or.i=82 &&NnRr

store .t. to more

return

otherwise

retum

endcase

enddo

gotoiec
RETURN

*Endof Suihmbar

* TIMER •

PROCEDURE TIMER

*// TIMER:   Time module, calls locate.prg where searching
* begins, returns here to collect ending timing
* marks

* called from MAKESTRG
•

store .f. to test

store' ' to tunerl,timer2,timer3
set tallc off

pass=:l
set exact on

public xstr^atched,sl,s2,s3
store" toxstr

store 1 to finished

store time() to starttime
**begln searches
doSEARCH

** searches finished

store time() to endtime
store val(substr(starttime,7,2)) to stsec
store val(substr^stantime,4,2)) to stmin
store val(substr{endtime,7,2)) to endsec
store val(substr(endtime,4,2)) to endmin
store .t. to again
if stsec<endsec

slsec=stsec+60

stinin=stmin-l

endif

SUBTOTSEC=STSEC-ENDSEC

TOTMIN=STMIN-ENDMIN

MINSECS=60*TOTMIN

TOTSEC=abs(MINSECS+SUBTOTSEC)
store LTRIM(STR(TOTSEC)) to sec
do cmaster

store .t. to display
return to master

*END OF TIMER

� USERPIX *

PROCEDURE USERPK

*//USERPIX: displays the users choices at the
* bottom of the screen

• called from BAR.PRG

if .not. blank

if reentry.or.nochange
nochange=.f.
retum

endif

do case .

case pass=2
set color to &blcwh

@ 19.58 say "< >"
set color to &ylwh
@ 19,60 say 'Selections'
set color to &blcwh

if z="AUTHORS ".or.z='DATB'

@ 20,51 say string
else

set color to &bkwh

@ 20,51 say substt(&zl,l,27)
endif

case pass=3
if z='AUTHORS'.or. z='DATE'

@ 21,51 say substr(string, 1,27)
else

set color to &bkwh

@ 21,51 say substr(&z2,l ,27)
endif

case pass=4
if z="AUTHORS".or. z='DATE"

@ 22,51 say substr(string,l,27)
else
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#

stt color to &bkwh wait
@ 22,51 say iub(ti<&z3,1.27) endif
endif endcase

endcase set color to &bkwh
set color to &bkwh enddo
else return
store .f. to blank *End of utility

endif &&if not blank
return

*Endof userpix

* UTILITY *

PROCEDURE UTILITY
��Utility
set color to &bwhld(
clear

public xmonitor
do while .t.
if iscolor()

@ 2,5 say "Your computer video sigMl is cdor/gnphics"
@ 3,5 say "Are you using a c(termonitor?     (Y/N)"
wait" to xmonitor

else
endif
if xmonitor$' YyNnTtFf'
else

loop
endif
do case

case xmonitorS'YyTt'
set color to w/n,bg/bg
clear

@ 2,5 say 'Some color displays do not distinguish between white and bright white.'
set color to &bwhbk

@ 4,5 say 'Is there an intensity difference tietween these two lines?   (Y/N)'
wait" toxwhite
set color to bg/bg
ifxwhiteS'YyTt"

store "whiteplus" to displaytype
else

set color to &bkwh
@ 6,5 say 'Your monitor/video card combinaticm does not distinguish'
@ 7,5 say 'between white and bright white.'
store "whiteonly" to displaytype
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APPENDIX C
dMAPS USER'S MANUAL
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dMAPS

a database of Micro-Environmental Air PoUuti<Hi Sources

James C. Reaves

UNC School of Public Health
Chapel Hill, NC

December 18,1987

for IBM AT or Compatable Conq)uter
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SoHVJUiW
Unique for every record in this daubase, this field value associates each record in Mt
with several associated records in the next ranking daubase, POLLl.

Condjto (4)
A field containing the condition number in the previous ranking daubase widi which tUi
record is associated. Many records in this daubase may share the same cond_no.

Hiis is one <tf two user definable fields, and is called the User Defined Label in the dau«
screen. The user may enter any label into this field, and associate any daU with it in the Uierl
field, which is called DaU in the entry screen. Any type of infomiation or comment
coocetning this pcdlutant and this condition may be entered in these fields.

Userdatal (20)
Second of two user definable fields.

Userl (10)
The dau field associated with the Uaenlaul fidd wliich oonbuii itt labd.

POLLl DATABASE
User2 (10)

The dau field for the Userdau2 label

This daubase contains infomiation concerning the final test results, including measured emissions for
every pollutant in the daubase. Also included here are the user defined labels and dau fields, and specific
commenu concerning any individual pollutant and its test condition.

*PoUutam (30)

This is the chemical name of the pollutant that was evaluated under the conditions of the
experiment

Sampjio (4)
A field conuining the sam(de number which
particular samp_no from the previous ranking
daubase may share the same samp_no.

noords in this databaie witii a

SAMPLE Many recoidf in thui

Measuremnt (30)

The air concentration of the pollutant emitted by the source material being tested.

Units (10)

The units of concentration of the pollutant measured as reported by the OTJginal article. This
may be in PPM, Mg/m3, or any other appropriate units. If both CX3S and English units are
reported, CGS units are preferred.

EjqMmeia(3)
When measured concentration is extremely large or extremely small, there may not be enough
room in the measuremnt field to accommodate these numbers. U this is the case the exponent
field may be employed to allow meaningful entries in the measuremnt field.

Comment (150)
This comment field is associated with each pollutantMieasurement value and is available for
detailed description of how this particular test or condition is unique.

Userdatal (20)
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COND DATABASE

Monnadon concerning the experimental conditions aie contained in this daubase. Either auleriil
condition or environmental condition factors effecting emissions fnnn are in this daubase.

Prej:ondi (40)
Any pre-conditioning of the source material before the beginning of the test is Nitered hen.

Test_dur(35)
The test duration is entered here. This is not the same as the sampl_dur field in the
samplcdbf, which is the duration of the samjding activity, but is the duration of the entile lett
tuider any particular condition.

Test_due(50)
A short verbal test descripUon, including any information which may be usefiil to the dMAPS
user.

Operjar (37)
Any operating parameters, environmental or otherwise, which may have had an effect on the
outcome of resulu of the test

Temp_Deg_C (30)
The temperature In degrees Celsius under which the test was conducted.

RelJtwmd(W)
Ihe percent relative humidity under which the test was perfonned.

Vent_rate (20)
The ventilation rate of the material during the time the measurements weie being talcea, or
during the time of the entire experiment, whichever is more appropriate.

Matjiu(35)
Material size, the surface area or any other measurranent identifying the amount of material
evaluated.

Other_Cond (150)
Any other operating conditions which may be of use in evaluating the dau. Any special
conditions of the test, special environmenul ccmditions, or comments about the test are
included in this field.

Ci»idjio(4)
Unique for every record in this daubase, this fidd value associates each record in this daubase
with several associated records in the next ranldng daul>ase, SAMPLE. See Kgure D for the
ranking of the daubases.

BU)lio_no(4)
A field conuining the bibliography number from the previous tanking daubase with wiiidi the
record is associated. Many records in this database may share the same bibliojio.

SAMPLE DATABASE FIELDS

Ihis daubase hoUi idbimalion conceming sam(de collection procedures and analytic methods.

SamplJ'er(30)
Ihis is Ite impte periodicity: Continuous, Periodic, Integrated, etc.

Sampl_Ratt(30)
Hus SdA BiU dw sampling rate at which the pdlutant was measiued, such as Utsn/lninuie.

Sampl_Dur(20)
Tlie sample Airation, the length of time a samide was taken for evaluation of tlie
from a particular material/condition combination.

Sampljteth(70)
This is the method used to collect or measure the pdlutant emitted by any particular sounse
material. The sample method includes entries such as charcoal tube, direct reading
cdorimetric tubes, or impnger collection into distilled water.

Sampljize (10)
Sample size, the amount of sample taken for analytical measurement. This is not the statiRical
sample size, nor is it the size (tf the material from which pollutants were measured.

Analytic (70)

llie analytic method used to determine the concentration of pollutant collected in the sample
device. When direct reading instruments are used to determine the pollutant concentration, Ihis
field can be the same as the sample method or the method that the direct reading instrument
uses to determine ccmcentration.
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DATABASE FIELD STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS

The following are descriptions of the data fields contained in the dMAPS program databases. The
dMAPS iwogtam contains five databases, BmUO. SOURCE, COND. SAMPLE, AND POLLL Tlie
numbers enclosed in parentheses after every field name indicate the number of spaces allocated in the
database to that field. Field names which are prefaced by an asterisks are fields which may be used for
searches of the data.

BIBLIO DATABASE

This database deals with the information concerning the published aitide in which the data was found.
AU data in the other databases ares associated with a parent article contained in this daubase.

Abstract (10)

This is a special field in dBASE III called a memo field. Employed in every BIBLIO record, it
allows large descriptive narratives to be associated with each individual record with out taking
up Urge amounts of storage space. In this case the field contains the abstract of the published
article associated with the record being viewed. The abstract is physically located in the file
BmUO.DBT, but is linked to the database via this field.

*Authon (150)
This field holds the names of the authors of the aiticle. Listed in the order in which they
appeared on the original atticle heading, all authors are listed except when the length would
exceed the 1 SO character maximum length.

me (200)

The original title of the article, book, or publication as presented in the original publication.

*Date (4)

The year the aiticle was originally pubhshed.

Refer (150)
This field holds infoimation concerning the reference publication from whidi the article was
gathered. As well as die publication, other reference information is included in this field such
as reference publication volume number and the pages the aitide occupes in the publication.

BiUiono (4)

The number linking this database with the source database, and indirectly with all four other
databases. Each bibliography record in the BiUio database receives a unique biWojio which
associates all dau throughout the database with its original journal aitide. See Figure D for the
ranking of the databases.

SOURCE DATABASE

This daubite hM infonaaliaa oaoeining the indoor air pollution laooe duMi.

*Group(15)
This is the broadest division for indoor air pollution sources and generally includes such
classifications as Water, Combustion, Consumer Products, and Stmctural Materials.

*C4aegory(30)

This dassificaticm is somewhat more specific than Group, but still is related to broad types oi
indoor air pdlution sources. Types of entries in this area are Textiles, Insulating Materials,
Plastics, and Ap[died Coatings.

*Material(60)

This field is the dassification that deals with the most specific sources of indoor air poUutanli,
and includes specific source materials such as Plywood, Paint, Carpet, and Cigarettes.

Sourcejio (4)
Unique for every record in this database, this fidd value assodates each record in this daUbase
with several assodated records in the next ranking database, COND. See Hgure D fw the
ranking of the databases.

Ba>lio_no(4)
A field containing the bibliography number from which the record is assodated. Many recoidi
in this daubase may share the same biblio_no.

The previous four fidds, when appended together by the dMAPS program, form a classical bildiographic
reference: Authors, Title, Journal Reference, and Publication Date.
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If the logical operator is "AND" (A inteisect B) the program determines which aiticle ID numbers are
common to both strings. This resulu in a String C which contains ID numbers for articles which have

infoimation concerning search criteria A and search criteria B. Comparison for A intersect B is
perf(»med in the CX)MPAND program.

When three different databases are searched, the process is nearly identical. In this case however, when
string A is compared to string b the result is stored to a new string A. The string from the third database is
compiled, stored to a new string B and then compared to A. When the program has searched through all
the appopriate databases, the final stored string contains a list of all articles which ccntain information
about the user's search criteria. Although this sounds complicated, it practice it is quite straight-forward
as can be seen in Figure C.

The above searching method speeds operation of the search in two ways. First, skij^ing records is much
faster than evaluating them to deteimine if they match a search criteria. Secondly, this method allows
several databases to be seardied and the logical relationships between the databases found without linking
them on common key fields. Searches conducted on linked databases are the easiest way to search

multiple databases in dB ASE III Plus, but the m^od is very slow since the pointers in each linked
database must be updated every time the pcxnter is moved in any of the databases. In dMAPS this would
requires opening and closing of each of the five database search database in tum to move the p<Hnter.
Even though it is done automatically, the opening and closing of these databases takes considerable time
in large databases.

In summaiy, in order to make searching ct the dMAPS databases as fast as possible a dedicated searching
program was developed to search each database separately, compile lists of matching records in each
database, and then to logically compare these lists against each other. The result is a Ust of aiticles which
contain infonnation related in the manner the user specified in his or her search criteria. Although
requiring several program modules in the dMAPS program, this method of searching provides an average
searching speed sixteen times faster than the standard dBASE HI Has searching method. This
considerable improvement is speed means that a search taking 37 seconds using the developed search
procedure would take about 10 minutes using the standard dBASE DI Plus method.

A Single Datafile Search:

^—StringA-   001,002.010,011,024

A Two Dataflle search:

String A-   001.002.010,011,024

Strings-   002.003,024.025

"AND" relation (AUB)

001.002.010,011,024

002,003.024,025

"OR" relation (An B)

^='~*' 001,002.010.011.024
002.003.024.025

>> 001 ,OQ2jO(»4)10/>11,024.025

> 002,024

A Three Datafile search:

String A-   001.002,010.011.024

String B -   002,003,024.025

String C=   002.003,013

[^AorB^andC f[^AnB]]uc|
001.002.010.011.024

002.003.024,025 > 002,024

(cjr
.002,003,013

^ 002,003.013,024

Fl9ure C: The method by which the dMAPS program determines whicli datafile records meet the user'scnterla. The three digit numbers represent the bibliography numbers which have information matching the
individual search criteria. The matching articles are listed as strings A, B, and C which are compared
to each other according to the logical relationships assigned by the program or the user.
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Single Database Searches

DESCBIPTION OP HtOGRAM SEABCH LOGIC

The dMAPS program allows searches of the database on seven key fields. Hiese fields are Group,

Category, Material, Pollutant, Authors, Dale of Publication, and Journal title. The Group, Category, and

Material fields allow searches for data associated with indoor air pollution sources, while the Pollutant

field allows searches for specific pollutants. The Authors, Date, and Journal fields allow searches for data

associated with specific published articles.

The internal progranmiing algorithms used to search for user queries has been written to provide the

speediest search possiUe. In order to provide this fast search, the program begins searching every reconi

sequentially until a match is found, and then "remembers" the article from which the data came. The

program then lesimies the search. To speed the search however, the program now ignores all records

associated with that attide This is useful since once an article is identified as containing infoimation of

interest to the user it is redundant and time consuming to repetitively re-identify it As other matches are

foimd at Mher locations in the database, the new article ID number is also remembered and subsequently

ignored.

Hie program also allows any combination of these fields to be searched simultaneously. For exam^e, dw

user may query the program to find all information concerning the emission of the pollutants

formaldehyde and hexane from the source material carpet

There are five separate databases in the dMAPS data section, each related to the others through identifying

fields (Bgure B). Although this type of stmcture requires a complex data relation formula, it is necessary

to u^se this technique to save disk storage space. A more detailed description of database relationships in

dMAPS is given in the dMAPS Stracture section.

Although there are five databases in dMAPS, searchaUe fields are found in only three of them. The

Author, Date, and Journal fields are located in the BIBLIO database, PolliOant is located in the POIXl

database, and Group, Category, and Material are in the SOURCE database. Which databases are

searched depends upon the user's search criteria. If the user picks only a pollutant, dMAPS will search

only the POLLl database, while if the user picks a date and a pollutant, the program will search the

POLLl database and then the BIBLIO database finding information meeting the user's search criteria. As

matching infoimation is found in each database the program assembles a character string identifying

which published article is associated with the match. After the searches are complete these strings are then

compared according to the logic operators the user has specified.

At the end of the search, these "remembered" article numbers are used to allow the data display poition of

the dMAPS program to quickly jump between sections oi the database which contain infoimation

concerning the user's needs. Areas which are not associated with the user's search criteria are quickly

skipped. For example, if article number ten was the only attide which dealt with the user's query, then

only the data derived from that article will be accessed.

Multiple Database Searches

If a user specifies two search fields that are in separate databases, the above procedure is carried out with

each database. The result is two assembled strings. String A and String B. String A contains the ID

numbers of the articles matching the first criterium, and String B containing the ID numbers of the second

criterium. The program is then aide to evaluate the interaction of these two strings via any logical operator

the user has specified. See Figure C.

If the logical cperator is "OR", as is the case when the user requests information concerning CARPET a

FORMALDEHYDE, (A union B) String A is compared to String B and duplicate ID numbers are deleted.

A third string. String C, is then created containing all of the ID numbers from both strings. This operation

is performed in the program COMPOR.
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case ENT3_DB2.OR.ENT2_DB2
dblook=2

endcase

* BEGIN SEARCH SEQUENCE BY ASSEMBLING A SEARCH STRING
DO makestrg

* START ACTUAL SEARCH WITH MASTER SEARCH STRING RETURNED TO HERE
if display

CLOSE DATABASES

do link

endif

enddo

enddo

III (A)
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* R,PRG
******************************

**r.prg ----DISPLAYS LOGO SCREEN, INITIALIZES VARIABLES, SETS
**FUNCTION KEYS ---

set color to gr+/bg
set status off
clear

@ 12,30 say 'Loading dMAPS...'
SET ECHO OFF

SET TALK OFF

clear all

close all

set help off
set function 2 to 'call curson;'
set delimiters off

set procedure to Spath.dmaps2.PRG
* HOUSEKEEPING

store 'e:\newdata\' to path
do colors

set safety off
save to color all like color*
set safety on
restore from color additive
LOAD CURSON

LOAD CURSOFF

LOAD SAVESCR

LOAD BELL

piiblic localhlp,hlpl,hlp2,hlp3,hlp4,hlp5,help
store .f. to localhlp,hlpl,hlp2,hlp3,hlp4,hlp5,help
set typeahead to 20
set function 3 to 'set color to w+/w;call curson;modi comm '
set talk off
set status off

set scoreboard off
set echo off

public hip,last,PICK,rectot,rec,author,dat,nochange,choice,TITLEVAR
store .f. to hip,author,ref,dat,reentry,nochange,blank
public string,r,h,z,x,last,dbf,dbf1,dbf2,dbf3,timerl,timer2,timer3,display
set color to Sblwh
clear

* BEGIN DISPLAY OF TITLE PAGE
set color to b/b &&bkwh
@ 3,6 clear to 19,72
SET COLOR TO Sbkwh

@ 4,27 say ' d   M   A   P   S  '
set color to Sbkwh
* INTERRUPT TITLE AND DO HOUSEKEEPING
Store ' ' to

string,Z1,Z2,23,vqx,evaluation,authname,firstlet,timerl,timer2,timers
* BEGIN TITLE AGAIN

@ 4,30 say '  '
@ 4,35 say '  '
@ 4,40 say '  '

1(A)
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e 4,45 say '  '
@ 4,50 say ' '
*set color to sbkwh

@ 6 ,11 aay ' Database of Micro-environmental Air Pollution Sources'
set color to bg+/b &&bkwh
* MORE INITIALIZATION

Store ' 'to ch,booll,bool2,hi,h2,h3,rl,r2,r3,modif,bracket
store 0 to pass,localpass
store 'default' to logic
set function 10 to 'FIO;'
* MORE TITLE

@ 9 ,11 sAY 'The Department of Environmental Sciences and Engineering'
@ 12,11 say ' for'
@ 10,11 say '  University of North Carolina School of Public Health'
@ 14,11 say '   The United States Environmental Protection Agency'
@ 15,11 say '       Research Triangle Park, North Carolina'
@ 16,11 say ' EPA Project CR813460-01-0'
D10=' FIG '

* MORE INITIALIZATION
set function 5 to 'call curson;'
store chr(17)+chr(196)+chr(217) to ret
store chr{218)+' '+chr(191) to bracktop
store chr(192)+' '+chr(217) to brackbot
public evaluatel,evaluate2,evaluate3
set color to sbkwh

@ 21,50 say ' Any key to continue..,'
set color to &rdwh

@ 0,0 SAY 'Version: 0.97'
@ 22,1 to 24,79 double
set color to Sbkwh

@ 23,4 say chr(17)+chr(17)+" Development Version — NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
"+chr(16)+chr(16)
wait "

public ENT2_DB1,entl_clbl,ent2_db2,ent2_db3,ent3_dbl,ent3_db2,ent3_db3
store .f. to display
store .f. to entl_dbl,ent2_dbl,ent2_db2,ent3_dbl,ent3_db2,ent3_db3
store -t. to again
* show main menu as next screen when starting new
do while again
pas3=l
store ' ' to ch,booll,bool2,hi,h2,h3,rl,r2,r3,modif,bracket
* BEGIN PROGRAM EXECUTION
do mainmenu

store .f. to again
* PROGRAM RETURNS HERE WHEM ALL EVALUATION CRITERIA SPECIFIED
do while .not. again SSagain given .t. value in TIMER
store ' ' to evaluatel,evaluate2,evaluate3
* SET VARIABLE DBLOOK DEPENDING ON LOCATION OF SEARCH RECORDS
public dblook

do case

case ENTIJDBI.0R.ENT2_DB1.0R.ENT3_DB1
dblook=l

case ENT3_DB3
dblook=3

n(A)
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-Source also increased because Biblio_no changed and source is now chipboard
-Condition increased by 1 because the previous no.'s changed and the test

conditions are different in this article

-Sample=13 due to change in numbers above, Sample=14 because CH20 hat a
different sample/analytical method than that for hexanol and Iso-propanol (which
have the same).

What would you do for the other brand of chipboard? Should you change the source
number since it is a different manufacturing product? Or would it stay the same? The
answer is that it would remain the same. No information under the Source section is
changing: the group would remain Structure, the category would still be Wood product,
and the material Chipboard. If a different brand name or other infonnation was unique
to this piece of chipboard the additional information could be entered in the parameter
'Other Conditions'

Pollutants tested from chipboard emissions
Fonnaldehyde Hexanol propanol, iso-

Bib.=2 Bib.=2 Bib.=2

Source=3 Source=3 Source=3

Condition=8 Condition =8 Condi tion=8

Sample=15 Sample=16 Sample=16

-Condition no. increases because new information is placed in "Other Condition*, an
entry under the Cond section. Remember, any time an entry in any section is
changed, the key number in that section must be changed, as well as all key
numbers below it in the hierarchy.

The fundamental ideas to remember are to:

0 Obtain list of last Bibliography, Source, Condition, and Sample numbers used to
enter data.

o Assign the Initial set of numbers to a new article by increasing the last entered set
by one

o Increase a section number when data wittiin an article has changed
o Observe the hierarchy of numbering; remember to increase those section numbers

beneatti tiie one you change additional comments about format. All existing
database information has been entered using the format given in the example
found in Data entry. Consistency is important if one wishes to compare different
research efforts presented within the database's library. Strict adherence to the

sequencing of numbers is paramount. Once the integrity of the Section numbers is
compromised, the database looses its search foundation. Thoughtful preparation
makes a sound base to work from.

This indoor air pollution database has been designed to allow the user to enter new
data into the existing structure. Fundamentally, a researcher can update his own wort<
or ttiat of his colleagues to keep abreast of new information. With the ability to add
new data comes the responsibility of entering tiie information in a manner consistent
with the original data entry. Deviations from ttie structural format may corrupt the
integrity of the database. The intention of this section has been is fo guide the user
through some data entiy. Examples have been included to illustrate significant points.
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Now let's look at what happens if we continue to input data for the medium hiel rate:
Pollutants tested using heater at medium fuel rate
Nitrogen dioxide     Nitric oxide_______Carbon monoxide
Bib.=:1 Blb.=1 Bib.=1

Source=1 Source=1 Source=1

Condltion=2 Condition=2 Condi tion=2

Sample=3 Sample=3 Sample=4

-Bibliography is still 1 because article Is the same
-Source also stayed the same
-Condition increased by 1 since we're at medium rate instead of bw fuel rate
-Sample number increased to 3 because we increased Condition number (remember

the hierarchy rule), and Sample=4 for CO because again, the difference in
sampling and/or analytical methods.

The same logk; would hold tme for high fuel rate conditions:

Pollutants tested using heater at high fuel rate
Nitrogen dioxide     Nitric oxide_______Carbon monoxide
Bib.=1 Bib.=1 Bib.=1

Source=1 Source=1 Source=1

Condition =3 Condition=3 Condi tion=3

Sample=5 Sample=5 Sample=6

We will continue this exercise by taking a look at what happens if the author reports
emission data from a second source. We will assume that research was also done
using the same three test conditions on a natural gas space heater:
Pollutant tested using a NG heater at low fuel rate
Nitrogen dioxide      Nitric oxide_______Carbon monoxide
Bib.=1 Blb.=1 Bib.=1
Source=2 Source=2 Source=2
Condition=4 Condition=4 Condition=4
Sample=7 Sample=7 Sample=8

-Biblio_no=1, still the same article
-Source no. is increased by 1 because the source is now a natural gm healer

instead of kerosene heater

-Condition number is increased because we changed Source no.
-Sample number also increases by 1 since Source and Conditbn number changed

Continue the bgic by filling in the missing numbers:
Pollutant tested using a NG heater at medium fuel rate
Nitrogen dioxide     Nitric oxide_______Carbon monoxide
Bib.= Bib.= Bib.s

Source^ Sources Sources

Conditions Conditions Conations

Sample^ Samples Samples

Pollutant tested using a NG heater at high fuel rate
Nitrogen dioxide     Nitric oxide_______Carbon monoxide
Bib.s Bib.s Bib.sl

Sources Sources Sources2

Conditions Conditions Conditions6

Samples Samples Sample=12

Now that you have mastered number assignment within an artfde, tefa look at what
would happen if you wanted to enter data from another articie. The teoond auttior
studied emissions from 2 brands of chipboard.
Pollutants tested from chipboard emissions
Fomialdehdve        hexanol   propanol. iso-
Bib.s2 Bib.s2 Bib.s2
Sources3 Source=3 Source=3
Conditions? Conditions/ Conditions/
Samples13 Samplesl4 Sample=14

-Bibliography number increased by 1 since this is a new article {Remember the
hierarchy rule, all numbers beneath must also increase by 1)
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Reference APCF 99(3):233-240{vol.(no.):pages)

Group Combustion

Category Stove

Material Natural gas

Pretest cond Conditioned 12 days at ambient temp.

Test description Chamber study, 34 mS
Test duration 24 hours

Operating parameter 4 burners operating at high fuel rate

Temperature Deg C 50

Relative humidity 30%

Material size 12 cm X 34 cm X 56 cm

Ventilation rate 1.5 ACH

Other conditions Source is an unvented natural gas stove. Fuel rate
35,000 Uhr at 50% efficiency.

Sample type Continuous

Sample rate 1 L/hrSample duration           6 hours
Sample method TEA coated acrylic tube

Analytical method Modified parasoaniline

Pollutant Nitrogen dioxide
Emission data 1.0

exponent 10+7

units ug/Kg
Comments: Standard deviation for emission data = 300 +/- 50

ug/Kg, where N=89. Researcher reports N02
concentration increases with increasing fuel rate.

Userl {open for user to input data of his own, or put data 1
other standard units}

User 2 {Second user data field}

Data in the database are related by key numbers associated with the Bibliography,
Source, Condition and Sample numbers used. These numbers are essential to the

database in that they form the linking variables upon which the search procedures
operate. Each unique article is assigned a consecutive unique Bibliography number,
the Source, Condition and Sample numbers are also assigned consecutively within an
article as any parameters within each of these three fields change. These four
numbers (Biblio_no., Source no.. Condition no. and Sample no. respectively) form a
hierarchy within tfie database. Once one of these numbers is changed within an
article, all numbers beneath In the hierarchy (and also beneath in the data entry
screen) are increased by one. This is an important fact to keep in mind while
organizing and inputting new data.
Data entry up to this point probably seems almost impossible to do successfully, but
fear not, it is not really that complicated.

The first article entered into the database was given Bib=1,
the first source identified was assigned Source=1, the initial test conditions were given
Cond=1, and logically, ttie first sample conditions used to obtain the first emissbn data
reported was assigned Samp=1. As more data was entered from this first article.
Source, Condition, and Sample numbers changed to reflect new entries. Bib did not
change until a new article was begun, and then Bib became 2.
We will use ttie past example as an exercise in assigning section numbers.
The auttior of the first article reported source emissions from an unvented kerosene
space heater using ttiree different testing conditions (low, medium, and high fuel
rates). The following numbers were assigned during data entiy:
Pollutants tested using heater at low fuel rate
Nitrogen dioxide     Niti'ic oxide_______Carbon monoxide
Bib.=1 Bib.=1 Bib.=1

Source=1 Source=1 Source=>1

Conditional Condition=1 Condition=1

Sample=1 Sample=1 Sample=2

-Bibliography is 1 since tfiis is ttie first article
-Source is 1 since this is ttie first source reported (unvented kerosene heater)
-Condition is 1 since it also is the first reported (low fuel rate)

-Sample number changes from 1 to 2 for CO because although not shown here, tKe
article indicated ttiat CO was sampled and/or analyzed in a manner different from
N02 and NO.
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Entering and structuring data
by

Linda Mann

After selecting an article for entry into the database, highlight key points expressed
within the document. Look at what information will be needed under each section
(Bibliography, Source, Condition and Sample) to complete data entiy. Cok>r-coded
highlighting of each parameter has been very helpful in reducing the time needed to
organize and enter data.

One such organizational fonnat is presented below with suggested information to be
included within each section.

0   General information

o   Description of test
-chamber study
-room or house study

Duration

Parameters tested

Test results,limitations,
and/or recommendations

0   Conditions

Pretest conditioning used
Conditions such as

-temperature

-relative humidity
-air exchange
-fuel type/loading rate
-other condition factors

o   Data values

Appropriate chart data
Data found in summary or

other text statements

o   Inskumentation

Type of sampling used
-continuous

-noncontinuous

-intermittent

Duration

Sampling method used

Number of samples taken
Analytical method used

The key to efficient and effective data entry is organization. Before entering any data,
develop a plan of action. Examine the information the researcher presents In the
article, and notice his research k>gic. Researchers may report emission data for a
variety of sources under various condtkins, and may indicate several different
pollutants. Don't let the amount of data overwhelm you. The first article is usually the
hardest to enter, but once you learn the ropes data entry becomes almost routine.
Much thought has gone into the experiment; a little more time taken to examine the
structure of the report can save a lot of time in entering the data.
If for example an author reports emission data for three source materials in the same
article, enter aH data for each source before starting the next. In a more complex
article where five pollutants are reported using three test conditions of single source,
enter all five pollutant data for one condition before beginning another test condition.
In other words, don't enter all conditions for one pollutant and then repeat the process
for the other four. This strategy not only saves time, but as you will see it also helps to
keep the numbering sequence manageable (see data input for an explanation of the
numbering hierarchy).)

Successful data entry relies on the user inputting appropriate text and data in a
manner consistent with the fomiat used initially in the preparation of the database.
Deviations from the established guklelines coukl corrupt the integrity of the database's
search capabilities. After that word of warning, the real art of data entry begins. The
highlighting and organizational skills used in preparation of data entry are now tested -
man is pitted against machine at lastl

Begin with the first section, Bibliography, and proceed, referring to the sample data
entry screen in this manual as necessary. Not all database parameters will be used in
eveiy artksle. For example, not all researchers report the relative humklity ofthe test
conditions. Enter data for ail applicable areas. The following illustration is presented
as an example of what types of information go into each section. Section numbers,
which are necessary for the database to keep track of the relationships between data
entires, have been left ouL An explanation of their meaning and assigned values is
presented in Data Input. All information herein is fictional data, and does not reflect
true research data, but is given purely to show entry format:

Author

Title

Date

Smith, J.D., M.D. Ames and C.F. Jones
Indoor Air Pollution: A Research Effort

1990
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IMaEatry

Data entry for dMAPS is achieved by entering data and bibliographic information from articles
in a special module (rf the program. The information entered in this area is stored in a file that
is not incorporated into the full dMAPS datafiles until the user requests it. This method speeds
up data entry and makes the data more easily appended or changed.

The data entry module is reached from the main menu screen, while the command to i^xlate the
dMAPS datafiles with the newly entered information is in the Utilities module. These two
actions are separated in order to discourage the frequent updating of the main datafiles for just
a few records. Frequent updating is undesirable since it takes time to order and index the
newly updated datafiles, and also because it becomes more difficult to correct entry errors once
the new data has been incorporated into the main datafiles

As can be seen in Figure A, the data entry screens are divided into sections with each section
corresponding to one d the dMAPS datafiles. Although the user must keep track of the
structure of the data entered into the program, effort has been made to make make this task as
easy as possible. Repetitive typing has been minimized, and the input screens have been
organized in such a way that user can most easily determine the datafile stractute.

In Older to do this the data entry screens have the entry blanks arranged in order oi increasing
specificity. The bibliographic information comes fim since this will not change throughout the
article being entered. The next section conuins the entry blanks concerning the sources of
pollutants covered in the article, while the next section contains information concerning the
different conditions under which the sources were evaluated. The final two sections contain
information about the sampling method for each of the source/condition relationships
mentioned above and, finally, about the evaluated pollutant and associated test results.

This struaure makes it relatively easy to enter large amounts of data for single articles. When
ͣhe user first begins entry for an article all of the entry blanks are empty, and the user fills in all
the appropriate blanks. The user then calls up another screen to fill in, but since much of the
information will be identical the next screen appears with the new entry blanks filled with the

old information from the previous screen. The user may then change only those items that
require it The first screen, completely filled in by the user, and eveiy subsequent screen
partially filled in by the user constitute one record each in the dMAPS datafiles.

The arrangement is sudi that if any item is changed only items in its immediate section or in
the sections below it need be updated. For example, if an author conducted research on two
pollutants under identical ccmditions and used identical sampling methods, only the pollutant
and results and accompanying units would have to be changed, everything else would be the
same. On the other hand, if the user began entering data from an article concerning a different
source material, all entry blanks within and beneath the section containing MATERIAL would
would be candidates for diange. Again, no areas above it would have to be altered.

The hierarchical format of the data entry screens make it almost as fast to enter data for an
article dealing with 10 pollutanu as for one dealing with only one pollutant. Although it nay
be possible on fijtute versions of dMAPS, the program is not now able to automatically
determine the relationships between data in an article. This usk must be done by the user.
Again, this is made relatively simple by the hierarchical stractute (£ the data input screen.
When any item is dianged, the corresponding key number in that section and in all sections
below it must be increased by one. This technique relieves the user of most of the task of
keeping track c^ the relationships between article data.

As the user enters data from articles, the data is stored in a temporary datafile called
UPDATE.DBF. This file is stored and appended until the user determines that its information
should be incorporated into the madn dMAPS datafiles. This makes it easy to stop in the
middle of entering data for an article and to resume later. The program either picks up where
the user last stopped, or presents a new blank screeen to begin another artide. A series of
questions at the begitming of the data entry screens determine which entry screen should
appear.
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dMAPS Structure

Dau in the dMAPS programs are contained in five datafiles. Each of these datafiles holds dau oonceraing
a particular type of dau. For example, the SOURCE.DBF datafile holds daU concerning source materials
which were evaluated for emissions, while the BIBLJO.DBF datafile holds daU concerning the
bibliographic information about the publicati(»i from which the daU have been collected. The infonnatian
in these five datafiles is related to the others by key fields.

Each datafile contains units called records. In the Biblio datafile each of these records conuins several
types (rf infonniation (Authors, Journal, Article Title, and Publication date) about one particular
publication. If information has been entered for forty different articles, there will be forty records, eadi
having information about a different article. There is an additional field in each record, normally invisible
to the user, which contains a unique identification number for each article, and so is therefore unique for
each record.

Information about sources of indoor air pollutants are held in the Source datafile, just as bibliographic
information is held in the Biblio datafile. However, each record in the Source datafile also contains a
small piece of the Biblio datafile: the ID number of the article in which iu daU was found. Therefore, any
published article listed in the Biblio datafile whidi deals with several source materials will be Linked to
only those records in the Source datafile which share its ID number. Conversely, any specific record in
the Source datafile can immediately be associated with its parent recwd in the Biblio datafile due to their
common ID number.

This type of structure means that for every record in the Source datafile it is possible to immediately have
access to all of the infoimation about its bibliographic origin held in the Biblio datafile. It is this type of
ID number linking which will associate every piece of information in all five datafiles with the
information about its publicatian article.

Since the dmaps database conuins five datafiles, the relationship between them becomes more complex.
Each of these datafiles is related only to the datafile above and below it. The Source datafile for examjde,
is related to the Biblio daufile as described above, but is also related to the Cond datafile in exactly the
same way that the Biblio datafile is related to the Source datafile. In other words, each record in any
datafile is related to one and only one parent record in the datafile above it. In turn, that parent record is
related to only one grandparent record in the daUfile above it. This chaining continues until the topmost
datafile, Biblio, is reached, which contains the most general infomiation associated with any piece of dau.
This diaining allows eveiy individual record in any of the datafiles to have constant access to aU of the
more general information concerning it which has been entered into the other dMAPS daUfiles. Figure D
is a graphical represenution of the logical linking of the five daufiles, while Figure E displays the same

relationship in a different manner. Figure E also lisu the fields in the datafiles which hold the ID
numbers, and indicates how they relate the daufiles to those above and below.

Even though it would be more direct and would result in simpler datafile stmctures and seaidiing
programs to put all the infomiation in one lag datafile where all information from one biUiographic artide
is constantly associated, it would take up far too mudi storage space to replicate all the bibliographic
infomiation for each of the different conditicms or pollutants coveted in all the articles. It is therefore
advanugeous to relate tte datafiles to each other via commcn fields so that the information common to
many pieces of daU need be c(mtained in only a few records, not several thousand.

There are five datafiles in the dMAPS program, each related to the datafile immediately above it in the
datafile hierarchy in the same way that the Source datafile is related to the Biblio datafile. lUs
relationship is used in two ways in the dMAPS program. First, this stracture allows the dMAPS program
to access any piece of daU in any t^ the five datafiles dealing with any specific published article; and
secondly, as any specific piece of dau in any of the datafiles is accessed, the relationships may be traced
upward through all the datafiles, ending in the Bildio datafile with the reference to the originating
publicatian.
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